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presentation
I am highly pleased to make available to all readers this work written 
by the American anthropologist Edmund T. Hamman which, in spite of 
having been concluded two decades ago, had not been published in the 
original language or in Spanish. It is a remarkable research of the con-
tributions of Moisés Sáenz-Garza, an illustrious educator from Nuevo 
Leon, to education in Mexico and the world during a highly productive 
period of educational renewal such as the early Twentieth Century.
This work by E. T. Hamman is significant for at least three reasons: 
it constitutes a first both in our academic and its source environments; 
it refers us to a large number of American data sources engaged in 
analyzing and valuating a unique period in Mexican public education, 
back when a happy alliance occurred between creativity and human-
ism, experimentalism and social sensitivity; and it vindicates on sound 
foundations the central role of Moisés Sáenz-Garza in the construction 
of Mexican educational nationalism, on account of his contributions to 
the rural education model under an auto-critical outlook, to the novel 
education in native languages, and to the understanding that educa-
tional actions should be a part of a comprehensive social policy if we 
truly seek a strong promotion of a sustainable improvement among the 
most vulnerable population.
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The treatment of this subject shows close proximity to the Mex-
ican educator, his thoughts on education, his trajectory, and his very 
particular ethos as a public servant (i.e. his interest in working direct-
ly with the communities far from the comforts of a cabinet official) 
from some biographical, at times even autobiographical, angle which 
renders its reading a pleasant, and appreciated experience. Addition-
ally to the Spanish version, this edition contains the original texts in 
an attached CD, which allows an even wider exposure in the interna-
tional milieu.
We hope specialists in Mexican education history, educators in 
Nuevo León and México at large, and all who share an interest in ed-
ucation as a means to drive development and achieve a higher social 
equity will find inspiration in the emotion and commitment that al-
ways characterized the public performance of this exemplary son of 
Nuevo Leon, distinguished advocate of education in our State, whose 
name, memory, and legacy will forever honor our beloved educational 
institution.
Humberto Leal Martínez
general director teachers college
“profr. moisés sáenz garza”
monterrey, nuevo león. february, 2015
prologue
This book is an outcome of the research effort of a young 
American anthropologist who works with an approach similar to 
that of a biographical essay and analyzes the pedagogical thinking of 
a remarkable Mexican educator and his historical, social and cultural 
context. The ideas printed here preserve a concern for learning and 
explaining educational contributions within a given period of time; 
these contributions have gained significance as time went by.
In fact, Doctor Edmund Tappan Hamann developed an inter-
est in the work of Moisés Sáenz-Garza when he studied education 
in the nineties. Hamann’s intellectual venture, his educational re-
search and experiences in different countries started with the anal-
ysis and interpretation of a salient player in the history of education 
in Mexico.
Moisés Sáenz, Distinguished Professor in Nuevo Leon whose re-
mains rest at the Rotunda of the Illustrious Persons in Mexico City, 
graduated from Teachers College in Jalapa, Veracruz; studied chem-
ical and natural science in the Washington & Jefferson College, at 
Pennsylvania, USA; completed his PhD at Teachers College at Co-
lumbia University, New York, in said country, and studied at the Paris 
Sorbonne University, in France.
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After residing and studying abroad he returned home to join the 
academia and public service; the country was in the course of recon-
struction after the upheaval of the Mexican Revolution. Sáenz-Garza 
was a social scientist concerned with the integration of native Indians 
to national life. As well as Manuel Gamio, he was one of the academi-
cians and public officials to undertake research efforts and relate them 
to the nation’s social development programs.
With the creation of the Public Education Department in 1921, 
Mexican rural schools were enhanced by the educational thinking of 
José Vasconcelos, Rafael Ramírez, Narciso Bassols, and the significant 
participation of Moisés Sáenz; who was also the promoter of secondary 
schools in Mexico, effective by a presidential decree in 1925.
The book explains the circumstances that aroused Hamann’s inter-
est in the work of Moisés Sáenz and ponders the current validity of his 
pedagogical thinking. This book has eight chapters. The first one deals 
with his work highlighting the escuelas rurales (rural schools) mission. 
The second one discusses relations between the thoughts of John Dew-
ey and the manner in which Sáenz transformed and adapted his ideas 
for the Mexican experience. The proposed “ideal school in practice” is 
featured in the third chapter. The fourth section contains an explana-
tion of the experimental project carried out at Carapan, Michoacán. 
The fifth one discusses the influence of William Cameron Townsend on 
bilingual education for the indigenous population. The veiled Sáenz leg-
acy on the Indians’ education is the subject of the sixth chapter. Under 
Conclusions, the document contains an evaluative approach of the work 
of Sáenz and education in Mexico. The book concludes referencing the 
abundant and valuable sources of information used for research.
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After reading this book, you will be able to find parallels in the lives 
of Moisés Sáenz and Edmund T. Hamann. When young, Sáenz devel-
oped the social experiment in Carapan at the Purepecha Cañada de los 
Once Pueblos. In turn, in the mid-eighties Hamann also participated in a 
voluntary intercultural collaboration and leadership development pro-
gram named Amigos de las Américas (Friends of the Americas) where he 
worked in health promotion efforts in a number of Michoacan villages. 
In both of them we find a fruitful collaboration involving ideas and 
external resources on one hand; and dependence and success of these 
projects with an active participation of the communities, on the other.
Sáenz was highly influenced by the practice-oriented education 
philosophy of John Dewey, his professor at Teachers College Colum-
bia University, as well as by William Cameron Townsend, an American 
missionary and linguist, remarkable for his work in native languages 
at several Latin American countries although barely studied in Mexico 
regardless of his close relationship with President Cárdenas. In turn, 
Hamann was supported in this research by Regina Cortina, a Mexican
specialist presently member of the Faculty at Teachers College, and 
by Theodore Sizer, who was highly knowledgeable of the work of Dew-
ey and a specialist in education amendments in the United States.
Likewise, they both were knowledgeable of the current reality in 
Latin American countries under different contexts. Perhaps, where we 
find a higher coincidence is in social commitment and the hope that the 
road to social change may be found through education.
Among the contributions noted in this book, we should men-
tion that Sáenz studied rural Mexican education in the twenties and 
thirties of the Twentieth Century within the rural context, when the 
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most valued projects of Mexican educational nationalism were being 
brewed in the country. In this sense, the Mexican rural school is sal-
vaged as one of the most interesting experiences that our country had 
contributed to the history of education. Perhaps for this reason, Ha-
mann referred to Sáenz as “the architect of a new social order in Mexico”.
Additionally to being known as an indigenist and sociologist, pursu-
ant to the concepts of Raúl Mejía1, Moisés Sáenz was a cultural anthro-
pologist in educational policies. He promoted Mexican nationalism, 
boosted rural schools and the education of native Indians in connection 
with their community and established cultural missions as tools for 
community development.
In his time, Moisés Sáenz was challenged on account of his high-
end upbringing and religious convictions, as well as for studying in 
the United States. It is likely that this criticism still prevails, more as a 
result of prejudice and bias alien to scientific research, but his visionary 
contributions to Mexican education and the permanence of his legacy 
cannot be ignored. Sáenz is an endless fountainhead that continues to 
be a referent for his contributions to the field of education as a social 
scientist. A lot of research from different approaches and perspectives 
need to be made to better understand his work.
Finally, in the present context and in face of the severe issues faced 
by Mexico, it is important to ponder these contributions of Moisés 
Sáenz, the value of his selfcriticism, and the undertaking of actions that 
transformed social and educational reality. Unquestionably, a thought-
1 Raúl Mejía Zúñiga. Moisés Sáenz. Educador de México (Su Vida, su Obra y su Tiempo). Mon-
terrey, Nuevo León, Gobierno del Estado de Nuevo León. Departamento de Prensa y 
Publicidad, 1962.
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ful reading of this book, from an external viewpoint, will open the bound-
aries of thinking in the aspiration of a more just and equitable nation.
Juan Sánchez García
monterrey, nuevo león. january, 2015

foreword: a personal take on
how-why moisés sáenz remains relevant
I had no work today, so I came to school.1
An elderly Zapotec Indian
The book you have before you was mostly written twenty years 
ago when I was an undergraduate at Brown University, Dr. Regina 
Cortina (originally of Mexico City) was my advisor, and I selected to 
make Moisés Sáenz Garza my biographical subject for one of two final 
projects I had to complete. Unlike for many education research proj-
ects, I do not think that it is a problem here that much of this essay 
was first crafted in the spring of 1991. I think much of the prospective 
contribution of this book is that it draws Mexican scholars’ attention to 
primary sources (many in English) that describe Mexican educational 
initiatives in the 1920s and 30s that may otherwise be less well known. 
1 Frank Tannenbaum, Peace By Revolution. An Interpretation of Mexico, Columbia Universi-
ty Press, New York, 1933.
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Looking at those sources in 1991 and looking at them in 2014 is, in one 
way, not very different. As now, in 1991 Sáenz’ Carapan: Bosquejo de una 
Experiencia from 1936 was a fascinating but little remembered docu-
ment, a glimpse into another time and a different social reality.
The advantage, however, of publishing this work now, as opposed 
to, say 1992 or 1993, shortly after it was essentially completed, is that I 
now have spent half of my life knowing of and thinking about the biog-
raphy of a great Mexican educator who died when my mother was just 
a year old and my father just a toddler of two. Now, unlike the early 
1990s, I have engaged in a number of educational research projects. I 
have studied dynamics as diverse as considering how American school 
reform does or does not include students who are learning English as a 
new language and the politics of American educational research policy. 
Now I can consider with all the things I am interested in, with all of 
the topics a scholar of education might take on, is Saenz still import-
ant? Is it still worthwhile to try to draw others’ attention to him? The 
short answer is ‘yes’. The longer answer, the topic of the remainder of 
this essay, is to explain that ‘yes’, first by recounting why Sáenz was 
compelling to me in the first place and then to explain how my knowl-
edge of Sáenz has proved fruitful as a researcher in Mexican schools, 
professional development contributor to the Secretaría de Educación 
Pública’s Educación sin Fronteras effort, and as a visiting professor at the 
Universidad de Monterrey. As such, this essay doubles as a foreword 
to the main text.
I do not recall when I first heard of Moisés Sáenz nor quite how I 
initially decided to make him a topic of study, but I can make a con-
jectural case about the likely confluence of factors that led me to him. 
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I do know that as a high school student from suburban Boston Massa-
chusetts I was attracted to a program called Amigos de las Americas 
and through it I was placed for the summer of 1985 in a rural village 
in Panama to promote latrine construction and dental hygiene. Fasci-
nated by the chance to ‘do something useful’ and equipped with rebar, 
cement, and toothbrushes donated by Colgate-Palmolive, I repeated 
the experience in a Purépecha village (on an island in Lake Patzcuaro) 
in Michoacán, México in the summer of 1986. Then in 1987 I was pro-
moted to ‘field supervisor’ and charged with coordinating efforts of 
nine other North American Amigos volunteers. My summer 1987 field 
sites were again in Michoacán, this time in the Meseta Tarasca. So for 
two months I lived in Uruapan and commuted by bus or dump truck 
(if we were delivering supplies) through Cheran, Carapan, and Zamora 
before getting to the target communities along the road from Jacona 
to Los Reyes.
In other words, as I headed off to college at Brown University 
(which like most American research universities is a residential cam-
pus with dormitories where one lives full-time), my still incomplete 
transition to adulthood had been substantially informed by service 
opportunities in rural Latin America, notably in Michoacán. While 
the Michoacán Sáenz encountered in 1932 was obviously poorer and 
less developed than the rural world I encountered in 1986 and 1987, 
the communities I encountered in Michoacán were poor and needy, if 
also culturally rich and endlessly engaging, but “poor and needy” were 
the frames through which both Sáenz and I entered Michoacán (with 
the hazards of such a frame only gradually apparent). I think Sáenz 
and I also shared the idea that intending to do well was a social re-
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sponsibility and that obstacles to realizing that responsibility required 
flexibility, brainstorming, and perseverance. Finally, we shared the 
fact that we both came from backgrounds that were much more priv-
ileged, both economically and in terms of the access to and emphasis 
on schooling, than was common in the communities were we sought 
to be useful.
My entrée to Latin America was facilitated by the aforementioned 
Amigos de las Americas organization, a private not-for-profit group 
that would now be called an NGO. Founded in Houston in 1965 by 
a youth minister at a Baptist Church who brought teens to Honduras 
to provide inoculations against preventable diseases like measles and 
smallpox, by the 1980s Amigos was an intentionally secular organiza-
tion (indeed we were instructed not to discuss religious issues with 
host families) and had mostly shifted away from vaccination campaigns 
to focus on other rudimentary health and development work, like la-
trine construction, dental hygiene promotion, and vision screening 
(supported by donated used eyeglasses). Like at its origin, however, 
Amigos retained (and in 2014 still retains) the belief that young adults 
or teenagers can capably contribute to the resolution of local prob-
lems. Although Sáenz was 37 in 1925 when he became Undersecretary 
of Education, not 17 or 18 like I was when I was first in Michoacán, 
37 was young for the kind of authority that Sáenz was to yield, just 
as 18 might seem young to some readers related to the (much more 
modest) authority I was supposed to yield. My point is that at the time 
I was entering Brown, although I did not know of Sáenz yet, the idea 
that young people could and should be the vanguard of community 
transformation (particularly the transformation of rural Mexico) was 
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something that we both believed and had some biographical experi-
ence with, however naively and presumptuously.
One other factor from my experience with Amigos is worth men-
tioning for its relevance to why I was intrigued by Sáenz and why his 
long-ago experiences are salient to current practice. In 1985, in my first 
experience with Amigos, in La Cantera, Darien, Panama, I was housed 
in a rural school. That was our base of operations. Although I did not 
think much of it at the time, there were two obvious manifestations of 
the federal government in La Cantera, the eponymous quarry which was 
a source of gravel for the nearby Pan American highway and the public 
school. Indeed in La Cantera, in the Michoacán communities I worked 
in 1986 and 1987, and in the communities that I worked with in two final 
Amigos stints in Ecuador in 1989 and Guanajuato, México in 1990, there 
was always a local primaria. I suspect that none of the schools I saw were 
constructed as a direct result of Sáenz’ labors (although in Michoacán 
and Guanajuato it is plausible that he may have played a role in helping 
fund or authorize some of them), but the fact that public schools are 
ubiquitous in rural Latin America and prospective organizing structures 
to support other community initiatives (like our Amigos public health 
initiatives) is very much a product of Sáenz’ labors. If, as I started to 
do when I arrived at college, I wanted to know why the communities 
I knew through Amigos were the way they were, then I had to explain 
the presence of the schools. Ultimately that explanatory road led back 
to Saenz. In 1986 in the Purépecha island village where I was working, 
one of the local primaria students give me his Purépecha reader. That is 
when I learned that the local school was officially bilingual. Later when 
I started thinking about that, that road too led back to Sáenz.
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When I arrived at Brown I knew that I wanted to major in Latin 
American Studies. Once there I came under the tutelage of the promi-
nent educator Dr. Theodore Sizer and I decided to select a second ma-
jor, education. With two majors established, both education and Lat-
in American Studies, it was still not predestined that I would discover 
Sáenz, but given that my most substantial familiarity with Latin America 
was in rural Mexico it was becoming likelier. Although Dr. Sizer was the 
leader of a prominent high school reform initiative by the time I came 
to know him, by training he was an historian of education and, as noted 
in his 2009 obituary in the New York Times, he was a “A champion of the 
philosophy of the educational reformer John Dewey.”2 Through Sizer 
and Dewey an additional pathway to Sáenz had been opened for me: 
Sáenz had studied under John Dewey at Columbia University before 
returning to Mexico in 1922 and Dewey had visited Mexico in 1926.
This manuscript then, or rather its original form as a final project 
for a major, was a vehicle for me to reconcile my interests in educa-
tion and Latin American studies. Sáenz’ project (which of course was 
not his alone) to transform Mexican society through schooling did not 
sound very different from the conceit of Dr. Sizer and his Coalition of 
Essential Schools which hoped to revitalize America, both democrat-
ically and economically, through the vehicle of transformed schools. 
Maybe by studying a massive mobilization for schooling and the even 
more grandiose project of transforming society through schooling—as 
Sáenz’ rural educational campaigns proposed—I could gain an under-
2 Theodore R. Sizer, Leading Education-Reform Advocate, Dies at 77. New York Times 
(Oct. 22, 2009). Accessed Jan. 22, 2011 at: http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/23/
education/23sizer.html?pagewanted=all
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standing that had a lot of contemporary relevance. After all, in both the 
US and Mexico (and much of the rest of the world) schooling is a still a 
popular and central vehicle for attempting social amelioration. 
So it made sense for me in 1991 to try to understand a historical 
figure—Moisés Sáenz—who had been an educational leader, but the 
relevance of that quest did not end when I submitted the first version 
of this manuscript as a qualification to graduate. Like any engaging 
research topic, I kept thinking about Sáenz. When I pursued a Mas-
ters degree in cultural anthropology (finishing in 1995), as I trained 
in ethnographic methods I thought of Sáenz’ demonstration of careful 
observation, note-taking, and reflection (as epitomized by his Carapan 
manuscript). When I began investigating doctoral programs in educa-
tion, I applied and was accepted by Sáenz’ alma mater, Teachers College 
at Columbia University, (although I opted instead for the Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania). But the biggest and most unanticipated tie-in to 
Sáenz came through my opportunities to study and work in Monterrey, 
a city where Sáenz’ roots were deep. (Recall he and his family were 
from Apodaca, Nuevo León, a ranching community near Monterrey in 
Sáenz’ lifetime, and now part of the metropolitan sprawl of northeast-
ern Mexico’s largest city.)
I came to Monterrey by way of the Southeastern United States. In 
1996 I moved to Atlanta just after the Summer Olympics had closed and 
began seeking opportunities to study schooling and the presence of Lati-
no newcomers as a dissertation topic. That led me in the winter of 1997 
to accept a free-lance contract to write a funding proposal to support a 
strange new partnership between a Mexican university (the Universi-
dad de Monterrey), two school districts in northwestern Georgia, and 
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an upstart community organization that had been created by some local 
leaders. That $500,000 USD proposal was accepted and soon I switched 
roles from grantwriter to ethnographer of an unlikely binational col-
laboration. Per the tenets of ethnography, one should understand the 
ways members of a group make sense of a social reality (in this case the 
partnership opportunity) and should do so by considering the context 
within which they develop such understandings. So in 1998 I went for 
the first time to Monterrey, to the land of Sáenz, to understand better 
why a small team at a Mexican university would be substantially involved 
in two US school districts’ efforts to more effectively respond to rapidly 
growing numbers of Latino students, including many born in Mexico.
Because of that visit and multiple interactions with Universidad de 
Monterrey project partners in Georgia, soon Dr. Víctor Zúñiga and I 
became friends and started sharing data. (Dr. Zúñiga led the Univer-
sidad de Monterrey’s participation in the Georgia partnership.) One 
piece of exchanged information particularly struck me: Core to the 
argument for the new partnership in Georgia was the idea that not 
only were Mexican newcomers arriving in large number, but they 
were establishing roots and staying. Dr. Zúñiga and his team (including 
sociologist Dr. Ruben Hernández-León, now at the University of Cal-
ifornia-Los Angeles) documented that indeed almost three-quarters of 
Mexican newcomer parents that they interviewed thought that they 
would still be living and working in northwest Georgia three years 
hence. Per a logic that echoed Sáenz’ faith in schooling, it made sense 
then in Georgia to have schools play an integral role in the welcome 
and integration of Mexican-descent, permanent, new arrivals into the 
larger national (in this case American) society. 
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But perhaps reflecting Sáenz’ lesson from Carapan that one should 
scrutinize orthodox understandings that do not play out quite as ex-
pected, I wrote a paper using (and acknowledging) Dr. Zúñiga’s and 
Dr. Hernández-León’s data wondering how well assimilation-oriented 
schools in Georgia would meet the needs of those Mexican newcom-
ers who did not expect to stay.3 I then began to speculate about where 
these mobile families might go after Georgia (back to Mexico?) and 
what kind of schooling might best serve such prospectively binational 
or transnational children.
Without data to confirm whether families that anticipated moving 
in fact did move, nor with data showing where mobile families headed 
next, my initial inquiry could not be more than speculative. However, 
it caught Dr. Zúñiga’s interest and soon, under his leadership, we were 
applying to CONACYT to see if there were any students in Mexican 
schools who might match the transnational profile that I had speculat-
ed about and hazily sketched. With funding from CONACYT in 2004 
we began visiting Nuevo León schools to see if we could find any stu-
dents there who had previously enrolled in US schools and, if so, we 
wanted to know how well they were faring. Joining us in this effort was 
Juan Sánchez García (a commentator in this volume) who was then a 
doctoral student at the Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León, as well 
as a full-time normalista at the Escuela Normal ‘Miguel F. Martínez. 
Both august institutions were in Monterrey.
3 E. T. Hamann, (2001). Theorizing the Sojourner Student (With a Sketch of Appropriate 
School Responsiveness). In M. Hopkins & N. Wellmeier (Eds.), Negotiating Transnation-
alism: Selected Papers on Refugees and Immigrants, IX: 32-71. Arlington, VA: American An-
thropology Association. http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/teachlearnfacpub/73/
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So in the autumn of 2004, I began visiting Nuevo León schools 
with Dr. Zúñiga and soon-to-be-doctor Sánchez García. As we visited 
schools, usually for an hour or two, I could not help but think again 
of Moisés Sáenz’ visits to rural schools in San Luis Potosí and Puebla 
eighty years earlier.4 To be sure, our visits were not inspections, as in 
some senses his were. Nor were the Nuevo León schools products of 
our design and mobilization efforts as the San Luis Potosí and Puebla 
schools had been for Sáenz. But, like Sáenz, our visits were brief, our 
goals related to identifying a larger pattern rather that performance at 
a particular site, and our receptions varied but were usually gracious, 
if a little bewildered. Of course, thinking of Sáenz compelled me to 
start talking about Sáenz and, with idle hours spent driving between 
school sites, there was ample chance to engage both of my friends with 
my recollections of who Sáenz had been and what he had done and/or 
attempted to do. Those conversations were the seed that led to resur-
rection and improvement of an otherwise set-aside manuscript (i.e., to 
the volume you have in your hands).
Central to Sáenz’ efforts in the 1920s (and in this he was building 
from ideas promulgated by José Vasconcelos, Justo Sierra, Manuel Ga-
mio, and others) had been a sense that the best way to heal the mul-
tilateral national fracturing that had characterized Mexico’s just-fin-
4 Moisés Sáenz. (1927) Escuelas Federales en la Sierra de Puebla: Informe sobre la visita 
a las escuelas federales en la Sierra de Puebla, Realizada por el C. Subsecretario de ed-
ucación, profesor Moises Saenz. Publicaciones de la Secretaria de Educación Publica 5. 
México, D.F.: Talleres Graficos de la Nación.
 Moisés Sáenz. (1928) Escuelas Federales en San Luis Potosí: Informe de la visita practi-
cada por el subsecretario de educación publica, en noviembre de 1927. Publicaciones de 
la Secretaria de Educación Publica 6. México, D.F.: Talleres Gráficos de la Nación.
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ished Revolutionary decade was to create an inclusive sense of national 
identity. Schools were to be key sites for both the promulgation of 
that identity and the citizenship education that would teach genera-
tions of schoolchildren to be loyal to it. But as we drove school-to-
school eighty years later and talked about Sáenz, Drs. Zúñiga, Sánchez 
García, and I started to wonder how a student who had been told in 
US schools to speak English, to know why and to what consequence 
Gen. Washington had crossed the Delaware River (in a sneak Christ-
mas Eve attack against the British during America’s Revolution), and 
to be loyal to that nation state might respond to the expectations of 
Mexican schools. Clearly Sáenz’ aspiration that Mexican schools teach 
their matriculants to be Mexican was not wrong, but we wondered if, 
at least for the transnational students we were most interested in, it 
was both confusing and incomplete.
In 2005, the CONACYT research grant allowed us to continue 
our search for transnational students in the schools of Zacatecas. In 
that more rural and less developed state it was even easier to imagine 
Sáenz’ long-ago visits to San Luis Potosí and Puebla. In 2007, I re-
turned to Monterrey to participate as a reader in Juan Sánchez García’s 
dissertation defense and later that year I accepted an invitation to be a 
short-term visiting professor at the Universidad de Monterrey to teach 
a graduate course in the anthropology and sociology of schooling. In 
each of these visits, sooner or later Moisés Sáenz would again become 
a topic of conversation. 
During the 2007 visiting professorship, however, Sáenz became 
more than an important pedagogue and leader that I remembered from 
my earlier intense biographical studies. I selected his book, Carapan: 
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Bosquejo de una Experiencia as a text for my Universidad de Monterrey 
graduate class. In Sáenz’ words, the 1932-33 experience in Carapan was 
a failure, albeit one that might have turned out differently and that cer-
tainly merited reflection and further examination for possible lessons to 
be learned. So as an anchoring task for our class, in addition to requiring 
that we read Sáenz’ memoir of that effort, I required all of the students 
to find an example of anthropological or sociological research that, if 
they could travel back in time, they would have recommended to Sáenz 
and his Carapan team. The assignment proved both highly popular and 
successful as students in a friendly way competed to generate responses 
that were more and more thoughtful and substantive. 
Living in Monterrey, everyone in the class had vaguely heard of 
Moisés Sáenz and his brother Aaron (a former governor of Nuevo 
León) because a few streets and colonias bore their names, as did the 
Escuela Normal Superior “Profr. Moisés Sáenz Garza”—Monterrey’s 
primary site for the preparation of secondary teachers. But none knew 
very much about him. Reading Carapan, with its deeply candid and 
sometimes self-critical reflections, positioned students to ‘fill in a 
blank’, to replace a vague curiosity with knowledge, and in a tangible 
sense to know a Mexican leader across the gap of time. Seventy-five 
years after Sáenz published the Bosquejo de una Experiencia and likely 
at least sixty years since it had gone out of print, Sáenz proved to be 
a popular author to a 21st Century audience of Mexican graduate stu-
dents of education. The interest in Sáenz and the demonstrated con-
tinuing relevance of his work to my student audience is another reason 
why, after a hiatus, I have returned to my Sáenz manuscript and (as you 
can see) had it published.
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Teaching about Sáenz to a Monterrey audience in 2007 drew my 
attention to another dynamic that, while sensible, had not explicitly 
occurred to me until it was pointed out in a student evaluation. One 
student wrote, “Me gustó la experiencia de tener un profesor extran-
jero que conozca tanto de mi país ¡Felicidades!” Part of what made me 
credible as an educator in Mexico was my knowledge of Mexican ed-
ucation, including, notably, Sáenz. In some ways, of course, I already 
knew that. I had been informally talking about Sáenz with Mexican 
friends and colleagues for years before the 2007 course. Still, the stu-
dent evaluation comment converted an impulse into a conscious in-
tent, an intent that has served me well since, and ‘since’ has included 
several phases.
In 2007, our research team (i.e., Drs. Zúñiga and Sánchez García, 
plus me) was approached to help the Escuela Normal “Pablo Livas” 
modify its Asignatura Regional to consider the distinct needs of trans-
national students and other particular student populations. While 
my role in this invitation was smaller than that of my colleagues, 
for the first time I was explicitly working on the same task Sáenz 
had focused on: To improve Mexican public education by expanding 
its capacity to meaningfully reach students in ways that were con-
text-responsive. 
In 2008 a new and separately initiated form of this work began 
when administrators in Mexico’s new Educación Básica sin Fronteras pro-
gram asked our research team to start creating resources that could 
help Mexican educators respond to transnational students. That led 
to the drafting of Alumnos transnacionales: Las escuelas mexicanas frente a 
la globalización and later a Guia Didáctica (guidebook) about how to 
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use Alumnos Transnacionales for teacher professional development.5 We 
were also asked to participate in a series of train-the-trainer work-
shops in Mexico City in both 2009 and 2010. Through these efforts, the 
match between my endeavors and the long ago efforts of Sáenz while 
still quite small became a little bigger.
Involvement with the Educación sin Fronteras program created an 
even more direct link to Sáenz. In the fall of 2009 our research team 
was able to complete a comprehensive survey of schools in Puebla, 
looking for students with transnational school experiences to see how 
they were faring. In the spring of 2010 I made two visits to clusters of 
schools in the Sierra Mixteca, that part of Puebla that is most involved 
in international migration. Because my family and I spent the spring se-
mester of 2010 living in Monterrey, I could even feign that, like Sáenz, 
I was a regio (i.e., from Nuevo León) who was visiting the rural schools 
of Puebla.
Visiting the schools of Puebla we were received warmly and gra-
ciously, although, unlike Sáenz, never with a greeting in Zapotec, nor 
with garlands of flowers. Instead of inventorying the creation of new 
bee-keeping efforts, the start of a school garden, or the construction of 
a classroom, we were interviewing children who could tell of schools 
in Colorado, New York, and Minnesota. And perhaps in that lay the 
greatest similarity and difference between our visit and Sáenz’. Like 
5 V. Zúñiga, E. T. Hamann, & J. Sánchez García, (2008). Alumnos transnacionales: Las es-
cuelas mexicanas frente a la globalización. Mexico, DF: Secretaria de Educación Pública. 
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/teachlearnfacpub/97/
 J. Sánchez García, V. Zúñiga, & E. T. Hamann, (2008) Guía didáctica: Alumnos transnacio-
nales. Mexicanas frente a la globalización. Mexico, DF: Secretaria de Educación Pública.
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him, we visited the schools under the auspices of a program of the 
Secretaría de Educación Pública. Like him, we could see the tower-
ing snow-covered peak of Popocatepetl, serving as both a sentinel and 
cardinal point as we stopped in small hamlets, off-the-beaten track, 
a hundred kilometers from the stately volcano, but still with a direct 
sightline. And like him, our efforts, however modest, were connected 
to wanting to help students in Mexican schools be slightly more ready 
for a new world order. But this time, the surrounding context was not 
the emergence of a modern, robust nation-state, but instead the far 
larger and far more abstract task of being ready to successfully negoti-
ate globalization.
Given my biography, there are possible important legacies of Sáenz 
(e.g., in creating Mexico’s original secondary school infrastructure and 
affecting its normal schools, in affecting how Protestantism is prac-
ticed and understood in Mexico) that were not important to me. My 
lack of focus on these topics and perhaps others should not be un-
derstood to imply that these other facets of his legacy are not salient. 
They may well be; indeed they may be even more salient than some of 
what is included in the biography that follows. But biographers, my-
self included, always start from a certain place. There are reasons why 
Moisés Sáenz biography seemed compelling to me. There are reasons 
why I have thought of him now for more than half of my lifetime even 
though his passing occurred 27 years before my birth.
As a campaigner for rural schools, Sáenz wanted to position the 
next generation to participate in a world in which they could be in-
dustrious, self-sufficient, and proudly Mexican, with the meaning of 
national membership understood to be inclusive and plural. Now, if we 
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could travel back in time, if we could solicit the advice of an educator 
who knew Denmark, Peru, New York, and Paris, as well as Apodaca, 
Carapan, and sleepy Yetla, who knew John Dewey and Lázaro Carde-
nas and William Cameron Townsend and who was characterized by 
the American scholars, Hubert Herring and George Kneller, as Mexi-
co’s “ablest educator,” what advice would Sáenz offer? What questions 
would he ask us? And what questions would he want us to ask our-
selves? This book of course cannot answer these last questions, but it is 
my hope that it reminds us of why we should pose them.
moisés sáenz’ mission for rural schools
On a sunny day in the spring of 1927, a young cultured Mexi-
can named Moisés Sáenz, a man who had an advanced degree from Co-
lumbia University and had studied at the Sorbonne, arrived at the tiny 
village of Yetla nestled in the Sierra del Puebla in the state of Puebla, 
México. This cosmopolitan wayfarer, who bore the title of Undersec-
retary of Education, was welcomed by a small host of Nahuatl-speak-
ing village elders who, following a custom that pre-dated European 
contact, immediately decorated their elite guest with carefully ar-
ranged bouquets of flowers.1 In that short moment, when progressive 
encountered ancient, Mexico’s heterogeneity lay revealed. Visible in 
that same moment was the enormity of the task that faced the mod-
ern educator, Moisés Sáenz, who, as one of the principal architects of 
Mexico’s new social order, was attempting to forge a new Mexican 
nation out of the tattered social fabric of the Mexican Revolution, and, 
in a larger sense, out of the ongoing splintered legacy of the Conquest. 
1 “Welcoming with Flowers.” Mexican Folkways 3.3 (1927) : 169-170. A second, autobi-
ographical account of this encounter can be found In Moisés Sáenz’ informe final (final 
report) describing his 1927 Puebla tour. Moisés Sáenz, Escuelas Federales en la Sierra de 
Puebla: Informe sobre la visita a las escuelas federales en la Sierra de Puebla, Realizada 
por el C. Subsecretario de educacion, profesor Moises Saenz. (Publicaciones de la Secre-
taria de Educacion Publica 5. Mexico, D.F.: Talleres Graficos de la Nacion, 1927) 28-30.
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Sáenz was charged with incorporating each citizen living within the 
geographical boundaries of the country into the national life.
That task had been outlined formally only three years before Sáenz 
began working for Mexico’s Secretariat of Public Education (SEP), when 
José Vasconcelos became the first Secretary of Education in 1921. Vascon-
celos’ plan, in turn, was a response the new Constitution of 1917. When 
Sáenz began working as Director of Public Education in Guanajuato in 
1924, he was joining an SEP that was about to be jolted by a budget paring 
of greater than fifty percent2 and by the resignation of José Vasconcelos.3 
By the time Sáenz replaced Manuel Gamio as the Undersecretary, in 
1925,4 the national primary education campaign mandated by the 1917 
Constitution needed salvaging. José Vasconcelos had convinced much of 
Mexico’s literate urban class of the need and potential of rural education, 
but still missing from the equation was a means of convincing villagers 
that construction of schools and subsequent attendance was worth their 
time and energy. It was to resolution of this latter problem that Moisés 
Sáenz most successfully and directly contributed.
Did the villagers of Yetla know, on that day back in 1927, that they 
were looking at the primary architect of the rural schooling initiative 
2 “Educación,” Enciclopedia de Mexico, 1978 ed.
3 Louise Schoenhals claimed that Adolfo de la Huerta’s rebellion in 1924 was the principal 
cause for the SEP’s budgetary reduction. Whatever the cause of the cutback, Vasconce-
los’ program, both as he envisioned it and as it was being implemented, was too gran-
diose for successful realization. At the end of 1924, the SEP’s plan of action needed to 
be revised. Louise Schoenhals, “Mexico’s Experiments in Rural and Primary Education, 
1921-1930,” Hispanic American Historical Review 44 (1964) : 29.
4 Gamio was Undersecretary for the first five months of the Calles presidency before a 
dispute with the President led to his removal.
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that was transforming their village and thousands like it? Did they 
know that their prestigious guest was observing them as much as they 
were observing him and that the lessons he derived would so pro-
foundly transform the character and intent of Mexican schooling that 
his legacy would still be visible in the structure of rural and indigenous 
education programs in present day Mexico?
Forever restlessly trying to improve Mexican education, even 
after his angry resignation from SEP, Sáenz played a central, if behind 
the scenes, role in the development of special education programs 
for Mexico’s Indians until his death in 1941. The Instituto Nacional 
Indígenista (INI) and its precursors, bilingual education programs, and 
special rural development programs all have/had a Sáenz imprint.
Sáenz’ professional activity reflected an internal certainty of the 
necessity and justness of his cause. His world outlook, which was 
strongly influenced by his Presbyterian upbringing,5 ignored both the 
fatalism of the Mexican masses and the pro-hierarchical orientation of 
the elite.6 Four centuries of abuse and neglect of the indigenous and 
5 According to both Ramon Eduardo Ruiz and Jean-Pierre Bastian, Sáenz was an ordained 
minister. Oddly, Sáenz obituary in Christian Century mentions his religiosity and his work 
as editor of a Protestant newspaper, but leaves out mention of any official position as 
clergy. Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, Mexico: The Challenge of Poverty and Illiteracy, (San Marino, 
CA: Huntington Library, 1963) 30. Jean-Pierre Bastian, “Sociedades Religiosas Protes-
tantes en Mexico 1879-1911: Un Liberalismo Radical de Oposición al Porfirismo y de 
Participación en la Revolución Maderista.” Ph.D. Dissertation. El Colegio de Mexico, 
1987. “Mexico Loses Her Leading Educator.” Christian Century 58 (1941) : 1582- 1583.
6 Extrapolating from an essay by UNAM (National Autonomous University of Mexico) 
professor Javier Garciadiego Dantan, a possible contributing factor to Sáenz anti-hi-
erarchical, pro-rural egalitarian stance was because Sáenz as Director of the National 
Preparatory at the end of the Revolution was targeted by students protesting an alleged 
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mestizo majority needed to be reversed. Somewhere deep in his soul 
burned the question, ‘If I don’t, who will?’ This attitude helped Sáenz 
transform his predecessors’ beautiful but flawed vision into a viable 
and successful model.
Moisés Sáenz was fiercely egalitarian. In 1927, an SEP memoran-
dum protested the petty subordination routinely practiced by rural 
school inspectors.7 The patriotic vision Sáenz espoused sought a new 
Mexico where people could acquire a reasonable level of cultural un-
derstanding by which they could stand up for their own rights and 
legitimately pursue material and social betterment.
Moisés Sáenz was a nationalist.8 Education was his potent tool. It 
was from his nationalist passion that Sáenz found the conviction and 
energy that got him to the top of the SEP. That same inner purpose 
compelled Sáenz to visit Yetla and hundreds of villages like it so that he 
could gain a first hand impression of what his country most needed.
The education plan that Sáenz proposed borrowed heavily from 
North American philosophies, particularly those of John Dewey. Sáenz, 
however, saw no contradiction in the discriminate use of foreign ideas in 
his design of Mexican rural schools. His end goal of improving the lot of 
Mexican citizens, for which he labored endlessly, was boldly patriotic.
Protestant and North American orientation in his school program. Javier Garciadiego 
Dantan, “Movimientos estudiantiles durante la Revolución Mexicana,” The Revolutionary 
Process in Mexico: Essays on Political and Social Change, 1880-1940, ed. Jaime E. Rodríguez 
O. (Los Angeles: UCLA Latin American Center Publications, 1990) 157.
7 This School and Society article does not attribute the memorandum’s authorship. “The 
Rural Schools of Mexico,” School and Society 25 (1927) : 717-718.
8 For a full discussion of Sáenz’ nationalistic orientation see: John A. Britton, “Moisés 
Sáenz: Nacionalista Mexicano,” Historia Mexicana 22 (1972-73) : 77-97.
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Sáenz rural visits only added fuel to his fiery certainty that the 
Mexican government had a host of unresolved obligations to its peas-
ant population, obligations that could be partially answered by the con-
struction and careful staffing of a rural school. The visits also helped 
Sáenz avoid the ‘yes-man problem.’ The reality that he was in touch 
with was very similar to the reality that actually was. When Moisés 
Sáenz was asked to explain, promote or defend Mexican strategies, he 
did so as an informed witness/participant. 
Different from his immediate predecessors, Sáenz was by training a 
pedagogue, not a philosopher, though he was not without a meditative 
side.9 As Sáenz translated his school vision to the rural communities he 
visited, he brought with him an instinctive adherence to his discipline. 
Though he dreamed of a new Mexico, he worried daily about more quo-
tidian concerns like practical implementation. This attention to practice 
reflected, in part, the influence of his former instructor, John Dewey.
Many chroniclers of Mexican educational history have recorded 
Sáenz’ importance as the one who introduced Dewey to Mexico.10 
9 Sáenz is the author of two beautiful declarations of Mexican national character, both 
written in English, his second language. See Moisés Sáenz, “The Two Sides of Mexican 
Nationalism,” Current History 26 (1927) : 908-912 and “Foreign Investments and Mexican 
Nationalism,” from Moises Saenz and Herbert I. Priestley, Some Mexican Problems. (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1926) 3-31.
10 In both George Kneller’s The Education of the Mexican Nation and George Booth’s Mexico’s 
School Made Society the only references to Sáenz are on the same pages as notations about 
Dewey. Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, David L. Raby and Francisco Larroyo are more charitable 
to Sáenz, but they too first mention the former Undersecretary in a discussion about 
John Dewey. George F. Kneller, The Education of the Mexican Nation, (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1951) 49. George C. Booth, Mexico’s School Made Society (Stanford 
University, CA: Stanford University Press, 1941) 28. Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, 32. David L. 
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Their depiction is accurate, but simplistic and incomplete. Sáenz, the 
rural crusader, was a Dewey advocate, though he worked in a very 
different environment than did Dewey. Heterogeneous rural Mexico 
was not similar to any of Dewey’s North American experimental sites. 
By job title, Sáenz was a public administrator and a leader, not, like 
Dewey, a professor at a private institution. 
Unlike too many leaders, Sáenz did not lose touch with the 
people whose cause he was promoting. Sáenz not only championed 
the concept of the rural school, but repeatedly set off for weeks 
at a time to visit remote towns, like Yetla, Puebla, to make sure 
his policy decisions made sense for the various rural environments 
they would affect. He did not, however, always return home a hap-
py man. Trying to remain loyal to the plan of forging a new and 
cohesive Mexican society through schooling, Sáenz worried that 
the schools he was visiting and promoting were not carrying out 
that vision.
He answered this challenge on two fronts. He consistently strug-
gled against the centrifugal elements, like caudillismo,11 racial bias, 
and disdain for the countryside that were impeding the deployment 
Raby, “Ideology and State Building: The Political Function of Rural Education in Mexico, 
1921-1935,” Ibero-Amerikanisches Archiv Jg4 (1978) : 30. Francisco Larroyo, Historia Compara-
da de la Educación en México, (Mexico, D.F.: Editorial Porrúa, S. A., 1988) 463.
11 In the relative anarchy after the Revolution, caudillos, or petty chieftain/dictators 
emerged across the Mexican coutryside. Legitimately or not, there are examples of 
both, a caudillo would have near complete political control over the happenings in his 
territory. To extend their programs to rural areas, national leaders often had to work 
through caudillo intermediaries.
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of his SEP-endorsed model.12 He also remained constantly critical of 
his model itself. One manifestation of this second tendency was Sáenz 
move away from incorporationism. During his visits to rural Puebla 
and San Luis Potosí in 1927, Sáenz noticed that despite an expensive 
national campaign to extend schools and teachers to the most remote 
regions, not everyone was gaining the envisioned benefit from them. 
There was a wide discrepancy between the good intentions of the cen-
tral planners and the realities of what was functional in rural areas. 
Clearly, inculcation of a single new identity onto Mexico’s varied pop-
ulations was not a simple task. 
The longer Sáenz pondered the topic, the more he considered it an 
inappropriate task. Was there some happy medium between retaining 
a sense of culture and history and also becoming ‘Mexican?’ Sáenz in-
vestigated this topic most vigorously with his experiment at Carapan, 
Michoacán, which is discussed in detail later in the paper, but he al-
ready had a partial answer in 1927. He wrote in his final report about 
his school visits in Puebla:
Our cliché, “To incorporate the Indian to civilization,” should be 
changed to that of, “To incorporate civilization to the Indian.” 
...We could perhaps bring about the miracle of producing in this 
12 One good example of social resistance to the implementation of rural education was told 
by a young teacher from Chiapas: “The worst is that in this state, the revolution was not a 
complete upturn for the lower classes as in the rest of the country. Certain elements of the 
upper strata merely turned revolutionary in name and took control without vitally chang-
ing the outlook of society. That makes it necessary for us to develop our program without 
the proper backing of popular sentiment, whereas in other states the federal schools quite 
generally enjoy the support of a public moulded by the revolution.” William Cameron 
Townsend, “Mexico’s Program of Rural Education,” School and Society 39 (1934) : 851.
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our country an Indo-Latin standard of civilization to which all the 
Indians and all the mestizos of this Continent could aspire.13
Sáenz and Mexico were moving along nearly uncharted waters in the 
mid-1920’s; very few nations on the globe at that time had systemati-
cally allocated scarce resources for the formal enlightenment of their 
citizenries. Mexico was unprecedented in its attempt to use schools to 
heal the wounds of a violent national hemorrhaging. The whole edu-
cational initiative that Sáenz participated in required creative thinkers. 
In such a context all participants were creators. Sáenz was a creative 
synthesizer and his historical role was crucial.
During that first decade after the Revolution, Mexico was the first 
nation in Latin America, with the partial exception of Argentina,14 to 
use education as a tool for promoting democracy and reducing socie-
tal inequality. The schools Mexican educators designed to bring about 
13 This is the author’s translation. The original text reads as follows: “Nuestra frase de clisé 
‘Incorporar el indio a la civilización,’ debería ser cambiada por la de ‘Incorporar la civili-
zación al indio.’ ...Podriamos quizá realizar el milagro de producir en esta tierra nuestra 
un patrón de civilización indolatina al que pudieran aspirar todos los indios y todos los 
mestizos de este Continente.” Moisés Sáenz, Escuelas Federales en la Sierra de Puebla, 96.
14 This Argentinean precedent cannot be fully ignored. All major happenings in Argentina 
were well known to the Mexican leaders of Sáenz’ time. In their Harris lectures at the 
University of Chicago in 1926 José Vasconcelos and Manuel Gamio, separately mentioned 
Argentina as an important example. In his speech, “Democracy in Latin America,” Vascon-
celos paid tribute to the democratization of Argentina that had been successfully carried 
out by President Sarmiento. Jose Vasconcelos and Manuel Gamio, Aspects of Mexican Civi-
lization. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1926) 54. Gamio, in a presentation titled 
“Incorporating the Indian in the Mexican Population,” used Argentina as an example of a 
racially homogenous Latin American nation that did not have to confront the ‘problem’ of 
‘modernizing’ an indigenous population. José Vasconcelos and Manuel Gamio, 108.
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such a transformation were novel and scientifically oriented. As John 
Dewey described them in 1926,
I believe that the brightest spot in the Mexico of today is its education-
al activity. There is a vitality, energy, sacrificial devotion, the desire to 
put into operation what is best approved in contemporary theory, and 
above all, the will to use whatever is at hand.15
In the 1920’s, Mexico became the first country in the world active-
ly to use anthropology to refine pedagogy. While this approach was 
particularly championed by Manuel Gamio who studied under Franz 
Boas at Columbia University and had been Director of the Bureau of 
Anthropology before his brief tenure at the SEP, it was not ignored 
by Sáenz. There was a clear ethnographic orientation to Sáenz’ rural 
school visits and his experiment at Carapan. Like Gamio, Sáenz was 
a contributing editor to the bilingual Mexico City publication Mex-
ican Folkways, which was dedicated to recording the various cultural 
artifacts of heterogeneous Mexico.
Sáenz, however, maintained a certain perspective on the limitations 
of adapting anthropology to education.16 Sáenz’ prompt rejection of 
Gamio’s anthropologically based Integral Education17 was a tribute to 
15 William W. Brickman, ed. John Dewey’s Impressions of Soviet Russia and the Revolutionary 
World –Mexico, China, Turkey, 1929, (New York: Bureau of Publishing, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1964) 128.
16 In his Carapan memoir Sáenz wrote, “Ethnology should serve the ends of the practicing 
rural sociologist.” (Original text: “La etnologia vendría a ser sierva del sociólogo práctico 
rural.”) Moisés Sáenz, Carapan: Bosquejo de una experiencia, (Lima, Peru: No publisher listed, 
1936) 302. 
17 Briefly summarized, Integral Education was Gamio’s plan to launch detailed studies in 
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Sáenz’ practicality. As Sáenz explained his view:
Naturally, I recognize the importance of archaeology, anthropology, 
ethnology, and all the allied sciences, but insofar as Mexico is con-
cerned, I believe that we should consider these studies not as an end in 
themselves, but as contributors to, as subsidiaries of sociology. There-
in is where we had failed in Mexico prior to the Revolution. While the 
National Museum of Ethnology and History was progressing, while 
costly monographs on the Indian were being published, millions of In-
dians in Mexico were being criminally neglected, or, what is perhaps 
worse, exploited unmercifully.18
Mexico simply lacked the resources to reach large numbers of people 
and to devote that kind of per capita energy expenditure which was 
required for plans like Gamio’s. Sáenz was convinced that implemen-
tation was more imperative than gathering mountains of data. Rather 
each of the varied Mexican topographic and cultural environments. The results of these 
studies were to be scientifically analyzed and then used to develop strategies to best 
incorporate whichever subject population into the national Mexican order, which, in 
other words, meant the inculcation of Mexican urban middle-class values into mestizo 
and indigenous minds. Gamio actually conducted such an investigation in the Valley of 
Teotihuacan, the results of which served as his doctoral dissertation. His hope to start 
studies in other regions, however, was thwarted. Good English-language sources that 
elaborate on Gamio’s plan are his essay, “The Education of Indo-Hispanic Peoples,” from 
Aspects of Mexican Civilization and the translation of the introduction to The Population 
of the Valley of Teotihuacan. There are interesting correlations between Gamio’s plan and 
the experiment that Sáenz led at Carapan, which is discussed later in the paper. They 
are elaborated on there. José Vaconcelos and Manuel Gamio, 129-154. Manuel Gamio, 
Traduction of the Introduction, Synthesis and Conclusions of the Work: The Population of the Valley 
of Teotihuacan, (Mexico, Talleres Gráficos de la Nación, 1922).
18 Moisés Sáenz, “Indian Mexico,” Renascent Mexico, eds. Hubert Herring and Herbert 
Weinstock (New York: Covici, Friede, Publishers, 1935) 173-174.
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than supporting centrally administered mega-projects, Sáenz preached 
that it was the responsibility of individual schools to respond to local 
needs. Sáenz fully expected each school to differ somewhat from both 
its neighbor and its distant cousin in a far away region.
While technically working beneath “political appointee,” José Man-
uel Puig Casauranc,19 it was Sáenz who led the nascent rural school pro-
gram through the slump left in Vasconcelos’ wake and the much more 
serious challenge of the Cristero rebellions.20 In the process he left an 
19 Though modern official histories of Mexican education, like Martha Robles’ Educación 
y Sociedad en la Historia de México, leave out Sáenz and include Puig Casauranc (though 
briefly), the words ‘political appointee’ are carefully chosen here. It is meant to reflect 
the greater recognition by contemporary observers that Sáenz was given relative to Puig 
Casauranc despite the former’s lower ‘rank.’ More critical modern histories like Ruiz’s 
Mexico: The Challenge of Poverty and Illiteracy, credit Sáenz as being the educationally more 
significant figure. Ruiz used the words ‘political appointee’ to describe Puig Casauranc. 
Probably the most even-handed appraisal of Puig Casauranc’s role comes from Cather-
ine Vesta Sturges, who wrote, “Puig Casauranc maintained conditions of steadiness and 
support at headquarters under which the work could gather momentum.” Martha Ro-
bles, Educación y Sociedad en la Historia de México, (Mexico, D.F.: Siglo Veintiuno Editores, 
sa de cv, 1988). Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, 30. Catherine Vesta Sturges, “The Shadow of an 
Airplane Over Bathi Baji,” Progressive Education 9 (1932) : 114.
20 The Cristero Rebellions were religiously organized and motivated disobediences and 
violent acts against the government and its agents during the Calles presidency. The ru-
ral schools were often caught in the crossfire of these disagreements. Seeking to prevent 
further exploitation of the people by terminating the connection between the Church 
and wealth and power, the Calles government, like the Juarez government seventy years 
earlier, put severe restrictions on the Church. Sympathizing with the government, John 
Dewey described the government’s perspective this way: “What is distinctive in the 
Mexican laws is the extreme thoroughness with which anti-clerical legislation has been 
carried out. . . The usual defense of its unusually drastic character, as compared with 
that of even most other anti-clerical legislation, is of course the monopolistic character 
of the past history of the church, its almost universal association with anti-republican 
tendencies, and the hold of the priests upon the ignorant rural Indian population, by 
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indelible personal stamp on the first institution which tried to reach 
out to the rural majority after the end of Revolutionary violence. (Land 
reform and other progressive programs promised by the 1917 Constitu-
tion were only haltingly promoted prior to Lázaro Cardenas’s assump-
tion of the Mexican presidency in 1934.)21 During his decade of service 
to SEP and later as a seasoned commentator, Sáenz established himself 
as an impassioned idealist and an advocate for Mexico’s rural poor. 
Moisés Sáenz played several roles in his adult life as teacher, ad-
ministrator, and diplomat. To that long list one could add the unof-
ficial titles of scholar and traveler. Gaining his teacher certification 
from the Normal Institute of Jalapa in 1909, Sáenz later spent several 
years studying in the United States, first at Washington and Jeffer-
son College, and later under John Dewey at Columbia University, 
where he earned his M.A. in 1921. Before returning to Mexico and 
beginning his work at the SEP, Sáenz spent a year in France at the 
Sorbonne. 
which was directed its intellectual, political, and economic as well as its religious ac-
tivity, without any corresponding contribution to education or well-being.” Educational 
institutions, particularly rural schools, continued to be caught in Church versus State 
violence until the reconciliation led by the outspokenly Catholic Secretary of Education 
Octavio Vejar Vazquez in 1940. It was only during the 1920’s, however, that the nascent 
federal school initiative was in serious jeopardy. Because of the work of Sáenz and those 
under him, rural schools had become safely institutionalized by the 1930’s. No one ques-
tioned their right to exist. William W. Brickman, ed. 115.
21 According to Ramón Beteta, Director General of the Statistical Bureau of the Mexican 
Department of the National Economy, across Mexico, in 1930, there were still 13,144 
land holdings of greater than 1000 hectares, which had the combined area of 102,881,607 
hectares or 83.48% of the arable land in the country. Ramón Beteta, “Some Economic 
Aspects of Mexico’s Six Year Plan,” Renascent Mexico, 94.
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After an embittering termination of an educational experiment 
that Sáenz was leading in Carapan, Michoacán and a fights with for-
mer collaborator Rafael Ramírez22 and with Secretary of Education 
Narciso Bassols (who had succeeded Ezequiel Padilla, Puig Casauranc’s 
successor) Sáenz permanently left the SEP in 1933.23 Continuing to 
write about Mexican education from overseas, Sáenz held a number of 
positions with the Foreign Ministry before his death in 1941. Among 
his appointments were stationings in Denmark and Ecuador before his 
assumption of the Ambassadorship to Peru in 1937. Sáenz died there, 
in Lima in 1941, at the age of 53.
Perhaps Sáenz historic role would be more popularly recognized if he 
had not died overseas. Also, history is written by the victors and Bassols 
and Ramírez were the ones in a position to record or obscure Sáenz’ ac-
complishments. (Note the astonishing paucity of biographies of Sáenz.)
Sáenz continued to think and write about Mexican education from 
afar. In Lima, Peru, he published two books on the subject, but, ex-
cepting a return visit in 1940 for the Inter-American Indianist Con-
gress in Patzcuaro, Michoacán, he was not in a position to advocate for 
himself. Indeed, such posturing seems contrary to his spirit and would 
have been unlikely even had he remained in Mexico. 
Sáenz’ ten year tenure at the SEP was longer than all but one of 
the important architects of Mexico’s school-based new social order.24 
22 Still displaying some anger, in his Carapan memoir Sáenz described Ramírez’ mental 
capacity as mediocre and method-bound. Moisés Sáenz, Carapan, 296.
23 Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, 52.
24 Rafael Ramírez, the Director of the Cultural Mission Program, held prominent posi-
tions at the SEP from 1923-1935.
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Sáenz had the political skill and will to stay on top for a long time. He 
carefully balanced crusading change and a non-confrontational style 
that contributed to his success, but perhaps dimmed his historic prom-
inence in relation to more fiery, less successful contemporaries. No 
less experimental than his more briefly-careered fellows –witness the 
effort in Carapan and the twenty-four experimental schools he op-
erated in the late 1920’s25– Sáenz’ more careful political calculations 
steered him away from the limelight, improving his effectiveness, but 
making him less well remembered.
Looking at the eighteen years that Sáenz led and/or commented on 
Mexican education, one can note a genuine evolution in his thought. 
His restless mind constantly sought more viable means for answering to 
his moral certainty that Mexicans deserved educational redemption, and 
economic and psychological independence, along with a sense of com-
mon nationality.26 That evolution directly affected the development of 
Mexican education only as far as 1933 when Sáenz left the SEP, but it was 
in this tripolar restless responsiveness that Sáenz greatness lay.
It was because of his unique perspective that Hubert Herring and 
George Kneller described Moisés Sáenz as ‘the ablest educator in Mex-
ican history.’27 Frank Tannenbaum, the noted anthropologist, dedicat-
ed his book Mexico: The Struggle for Peace and Bread to the memory of 
Sáenz, ‘who had devoted his life to the Mexican people.’28 
25 Kneller noted that the SEP ran 24 model schools which Sáenz used as laboratories for 
various pedagogical experiments in 1929-30. George F. Kneller, 48-49.
26 One of the leading SEP slogans in the 1920’s was, ‘Educar es redimir,’ which translates 
to, ‘To educate is to redeem.’
27 George F. Kneller, 49.
28 Frank Tannenbaum, Mexico: The Struggle for Peace and Bread, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1950)
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Sáenz was that exceptional leader who impressed and inspired his 
followers with his evolving vision. Despite his gradual shift from be-
ing an incorporationist to an integrationist to an insistent advocate for 
special treatment of the Indians, his integrity and commitment were 
unquestioned during his tenure at the Secretariat of Education. During 
his tenure as Undersecretary, the number of rural schools increased 
from 1,089 to 3,594;29 by the time Sáenz left the SEP altogether the 
number had risen to 7,000.30 
Impressive as those numbers may be, they are more impressive 
when one seen in the context of brutal budget restrictions.31 He, more 
than anyone else, saved a system that was nearly lost when the SEP’s 
budget was slashed in half in 1924. He saved the Mexican rural school 
initiative by synthesizing an improved, viable model that did not eat up 
scarce resources.32 He wrote in 1929:
29 George F. Kneller, 48-49.
30 This is the tally of federal rural schools. Supplementing this fast-growing core were 
thousands of lower quality state and municipal schools that suffered from poor funding 
as well as local political intrigue. According to Ramón Beteta, who had access to SEP 
statistics, there were 13,719 rural schools in 1932. Ramón Beteta, 98.
31 The federal education budget in 1923, $52,363,000 (Mex), an impressive 15.03 of fed-
eral expenditures, was not matched again until 1937 in gross numbers. Inflation, of 
course, meant that pesos were worth significantly less in 1937 than in 1923. Sáenz never 
had more than $33,222,000 (Mex) to work with (1930). The average budget during his 
six years as undersecretary was $23,000,000 (Mex), less than half the 1923 quantity, for 
significantly more schools. “Educación,” Enciclopedia de México, 1978 ed.
32 While Sáenz’ accomplishments in the face of required frugality are commendable, he 
did not like such limitations of funds. Describing the Carapan experience, he did com-
plain, “It was not vision that was lacking, but the means of realization.” (Original text: 
No era visión lo que faltaba, sino medios de realización.”) Moisés Sáenz, Carapan, 301.
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Four thousand of these new rural schools have come into being since 
1923.33 Most of them have a building furnished without cost to the 
Government by the parents who, under the stimulus of the teachers, 
give the land, donate the materials, and, many times with the help of 
the children themselves, build the house.34
With a dramatic display of pragmatism, Sáenz simultaneously gave 
community members an important personal investment in their new 
school and increased the presence of the SEP, giving still more power 
and momentum to the rural education initiative.
In 1930, with the rural school ‘airplane’ safely off the ground. 
Sáenz could and did devote his further energies to correcting its di-
rections. Hence the Carapan experiment, the solicitation of William 
Cameron Townsend, and the involvement with the first Inter-Ameri-
can Indianist Congress.
33 This number is larger than Kneller’s 1930 total because it included schools built under 
non-federal as well as federal auspices.
34 Moisés Sáenz, “Newer Aspects of Education in Mexico,” Bulletin of the Pan-American 
Union 63 (1929) : 865.
sáenz’ ideal rural school and the shadow 
of john dewey
In 1927, Moisés Sáenz formally described his ideal rural school in 
the bilingual periodical Mexican Folkways.1 The specific school he de-
scribed, he said, did not really exist. His prototype was an amalgama-
tion; but, he added, close approximations existed in abundance. All 
rural schools in Mexico were trying to match the free-form standards 
that Sáenz outlined. (‘Standards’ in the last sentence is pluralized for 
two reasons. First, because schools had multiple intended outcomes it 
was reasonable to have a standard per domain. Secondly, Sáenz’ con-
ceptualization of the ideal school evolved, i.e. changed, as he respond-
ed to various examples and experiences. He adjusted his standards, 
made new standards, as function of his own learning.)
‘Standards’ for Rural Schools:
As Sáenz continued his work at the SEP, as he visited more rural com-
munities and considered more pedagogical methodologies, he adjust-
ed his model, but central elements remained. Sáenz had an ambitious 
agenda for the rural schools. To make his schools viable, extensive 
1 Moisés Sáenz, “Nuestras Escuelas Rurales,” Mexican Folkways 3.1 (1927) : 44-52.
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involvement of the community was required, as was the enthusiastic 
leadership of a rural teacher. Though Sáenz frequently mentioned that 
rural schools were not the only agent of community advancement –in-
deed without separate support he felt the schools’ chances would be 
quite limited– he nonetheless gave them a lengthy charge:
To learn a poem, “to make an account,” or to feed a pig, all is on the 
same plain of utility for these little ones of our country schools.
When the inspector comes to visit a school he concerns himself very 
little with questions about administrative routine, but he takes care 
to put certain questions regarding which he must report to the head 
offices. Here are some of them:
How many children speak Spanish fluently?
How many can read and write with ease?
Is there a Mexican flag in the school?
Do the children know about Mexico?
Do they know the name of our president?
What names of great Mexicans do they know?
Do they raise chickens, pigs, bees and silkworms?
Have they a garden?
Is there water in the school? Do they use it?
Is the school socialized? In which grade?
Has it a parents’ club?
Does the teacher do any social work in the community?
The idea underlying this investigation is obvious. The school routine 
does not interest us particularly; the traditional questions regarding 
method and technique are of secondary importance; but we are pas-
sionately interested in having a vital school, contributing to social or-
ganization and national unity. There is a wide chasm... between the 
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narrow restricted life of the traditional school and this real, natural 
community of children and teachers.2
Such a school was a locus of social exchange and transformation. It de-
pended primarily on village support to be successful, while it provided 
a link to the outside world.
Sáenz articulated ends for the schools rather than specific means, 
though he favored certain pedagogic orientations. He recommend-
ed action education and hands-on learning, as had Dewey, but he did 
so with a sense that process was less important than end. Obvious-
ly, some processes, e.g. dictation, would not be very effective means 
of responding to a community’s needs, so Sáenz discouraged them, 
but he fully expected different teachers to use different strategies. His 
criticisms in the two reports on schooling in the states of Puebla and 
San Luis Potosí all focused on ends, like community involvement and 
ability to read Spanish.
Sáenz thought that each school would be organized differently 
from any other depending on the interplay of its student composition, 
its location, and the resources availabe. As his mentor John Dewey had 
written in the second edition of The School and Society (1915):
We do not expect to have other schools literally imitate what we do. A 
working model is not something to be copied; it is to afford a demon-
stration of the feasibility of the principle, and of the methods which 
make it feasible.3
2 Moisés Sáenz, “Nuestras Escuelas Rurales,” 46-47.
3 Sister Joseph Mary Raby, S.S.J., “John Dewey and Progressive Education,” John Dew-
ey: His Thought and Influence, ed. John Blewett, S.J. (New York: Fordham University 
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In Mexico, where school ‘buildings’ could be shady groves, ruined ha-
cienda buildings, former churches, temporary huts, and village con-
structed community centers, this freedom from exact models was 
necessary and welcome.
The School and Community Interface
To Dewey, the relation between school and process was an intimate 
one. The better equipped that schools were, both within and beyond 
their walls, and the more enthusiastic and creative the faculty was, 
the greater the number of environments they could accurately simu-
late. Sáenz adapted this recommendation to Mexican circumstances. 
In rural Mexico, where the funds did not exist to bring much into the 
classroom, the choice was schooling in a sterile environment or going 
outside into the community and fields and formally learning there. 
Sáenz described liberation from the costly formal equipment of the 
traditional school as one of Dewey’s most important contributions to 
Mexican education.4
To have schools interact with the community and to promote its 
transformation was an idea that Dewey had articulated as 1897. In “My 
Pedagogic Creed,” he wrote,
[The school] is primarily a social institution. Education being a 
social process, the school is simply that form of community life 
in which all those agencies are concentrated that will be most 
effective in bringing the child to share in the inherited resources 
Press, 1960) 99.
4 Moisés Sáenz, “Newer Aspects of Education in Mexico,” 863.
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of the race [of humanity] and to use his own powers for social 
ends.5
In the ‘classroom’ or beyond, the school could be a gathering place to 
both reiterate the values of the community and to hear the teacher’s 
suggestions of ways and means to change. The teacher could pro-
mote, provoke, or facilitate the community’s discussion of its own 
aspirations and social strategies.
Sáenz succinctly elaborated on Dewey’s advice by insisting that 
rural schools be social centers in their community: “The rural school 
is a center for the town, is in a very real sense the house of the people. 
The parents come in, the school has relations and connections with 
the whole village.”6 Consistent with Dewey’s charge for schools to 
be community centers with educational activities for adults,7 Sáenz 
constantly reiterated the value of adult education for garnering com-
munity support. If parents had not been acculturated into accepting 
schools and supporting schools as children, then the school needed 
to establish links with them as adults.8
To succeed educationally, Mexican schools had to be interest-
ing places for their students. Schools were to be outgrowths of the 
5 George E. Axtelle and Joe R. Burnett, “Dewey on Education and Schooling,” Guide to the 
Works of John Dewey, ed. Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University 
Press, 1970) 259.
6 “Rural Education in Mexico,” School and Society 23 (1926) : 165.
7  John Dewey, “The School As Social Center,” The Elementary School Teacher 3(2) (1902): 
73-86.
8 Ironically, in contemporary educational and political circles in the United States, the 
idea of bringing parents back to the schools for adult and intergenerational learning is 
quite popular. Much of this activity goes on under the moniker ‘family literacy’.
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communities they served, they had to be answerable to the desires 
and curiosities of individuals in that community. How else could 
they maintain the loyalty and support of those they served? But the 
exchange was not intended to be unilateral. Sáenz’ school was also 
supposed to be a forum in which students and teachers could dis-
cover and develop new concepts and share ideas that originated be-
yond the community’s small sphere. Schools were not meant merely 
to reflect the communities around them; they were meant to be a 
connecting point to the larger world.
Even as Sáenz emphasized the importance of a school’s internal 
environment, he insisted that even the most productive of such envi-
ronments was useless if it lacked relation to the external world. Sáenz’ 
mentor, John Dewey, had written in his 1916 volume Education and 
Democracy:
And it is well to remind ourselves that education as such has no aims. 
Only persons, parents, and teachers, etc., have aims, not an abstract 
idea like education. And consequently their purposes are indefinitely 
varied, differing with different children, changing as children grow 
and with the growth of experience on the part of the one who teach-
es. Even the most valid aims which can be put in words will, as words, 
do more harm than good unless one recognizes that they are not aims, 
but rather suggestions to educators as to how to observe, how to look 
ahead, and how to choose in liberating and directing the energies of 
the concrete situations in which they find themselves.9
9 John S. Brubacker, “Ten Misunderstandings of Dewey’s Educational Philosophy”, 
John Dewey in Perspective: Three Papers in Honor of John Dewey, ed. A. Stafford Clayton 
(Bloomington, IN: Bulletin of the School of Education, University of Indiana, 1960) 37.
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The curricular range, that Sáenz proposed for his rural schools was in-
tended very much to reflect the reality of the surrounding community, 
the aims of persons, parents and teachers, hence the concentration on 
agricultural production, community health, and handicrafts.10
Moreover, to alleviate the high teacher burn-out rate in rural 
schools that was at least partly a consequence of Vasconcelos’ previ-
ously concentrating teacher recruitment in urban areas, Sáenz shift-
ed the search for new teachers to rural areas, where candidates with 
less formal schooling could overcome that deficiency because of their 
tremendous local knowledge and sensitivity.11 A community member 
was to become, with training, the community’s teacher. Rural normal 
schools were constructed to train each new recruit.
Sáenz once repeated a conversation he had with Dewey in specific 
regard to the interface between community and school:
I had remarked that nowhere had I seen better examples of a social-
ized school than in some of these rural schools in Mexico. The philos-
opher John Dewey, after visiting some of them and referring to my 
statement, said: “I wish to go further and to say that there is nowhere 
in the world movement of education an aspect of a greater intimacy 
and spiritual union between the scholastic activities and those of the 
community than that which is seen now in Mexico.”12
10 “Educational Facilities in Mexico,” School and Society 28 (1928) : 717. See also, William 
Cameron Townsend, 851.
11 William Cameron Townsend, 848. 
12 Moisés Sáenz, “Nuestras Escuelas Rurales,” 49.
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Sáenz’ words hint at how, despite severe budget limitations, he was 
able to create the rural schooling revolution.
Dewey in Mexico (in person and in translation)
Even accepting Ruiz’s criticism that many Mexican educators were 
not sure quite what the Deweyian method meant (it did not help that 
many of them had first been trained under Vasconcelos’ Europeanist 
model),13 Sáenz had them successfully recreating the Deweyian spirit. 
After translating and adjusting some of Dewey’s ideas about school 
and community, Moisés Sáenz had developed a reasonable plan to put 
the Casas del Pueblo (House of the People)14 at the center of village life. 
For some of the next steps he continued to build on Dewey. Not all of 
those connections are easy to see. Still, Sáenz few written references 
to Dewey demonstrated that Sáenz was consciously trying to recreate 
elements of Dewey in his ideal school. Sáenz wrote:
Dewey, with his philosophy of socialization, with his emphasis on 
reality, on self-activity and self-expression, became a watchword [in 
Mexico].
Dewey has performed two great services for us. He has confirmed 
our philosophy of education and has liberated us from the servitude of 
formal school equipment. Inasmuch as the school is a place where free 
13 Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, 118.
14 The rural schools built in the early 1920’s were called the Casas del Pueblo (Houses of the 
People). In 1925, the name was officially changed to Escuelas Rurales (Rural Schools), 
but the initial ‘house of the people’ spirit was maintained, while a new nickname Escuelas 
de Acción (Schools of Action) was also appropriately descriptive. Moisés Sáenz, La Edu-
cación Rural en México, (México, D.F.: Talleres Gráficos de la Nación, 1928) 14.
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activity is to have play, where growth, and self-expression making for 
growth, is the only rule, we can have schools without costly standard 
desks, without a standard building, under the eaves of the thatched 
roof of the old farmhouse, under the trees.15
There is additional indirect evidence that further corroborates the 
claim that Dewey had a big influence on Sáenz, and, in turn, that Sáenz 
transferred much Deweyian thought to the Mexican environment. 
There is the circumstantial evidence of the prevalence of Dewey texts 
in the rural normal schools as well as bookstores.16 And there are cor-
relations in language used by Dewey and Dewey biographers and that 
used by Sáenz to describe his educational mission.
After being invited by the SEP to be a visiting lecturer at the Nation-
al University of Mexico’s Summer Institute, Dewey visited Mexico in 
1926.17 One intent of this visit was for Sáenz, the proud student, to show 
his mentor the exciting state of Mexican education. The occasion was 
15 Moisés Sáenz, “Newer Aspects of Education in Mexico,” 863.
16 Ramon Rivera, who was an instructor at the rural normal school in Cerro Hueco, Chi-
apas during the 1930’s, wrote, “In these plans are combined the methods used in the 
United States and in Europe for the ‘new schools’ that Dewey, Decroly, Montessori 
and some others have considered the best, making at the same time of the normal rural 
schools the true ‘schools of action’ so desired by the rural population.” K. A. Sarafian 
also noted two direct manifestations of Dewey in Mexico. She said the new kinder-
gartens in Mexico City were based on a model that had been developed at Columbia’s 
Teachers College under the leadership of Dewey. She also claimed that the prevalence 
of Spanish translations of Dewey in Mexican bookstores reflected ‘the fondness of the 
Mexican educational leaders for the progressive philosophy of education.’ Ramon A. 
Rivera, “How Rural Teachers Are Educated in Mexico,” School and Society 41 (1935) : 259. 
K. A. Sarafian, “New Schools in Old Mexico,” School and Society 35 (1932) : 94-96.
17 José Manuel Puig Casauranc, “Public Education in Mexico,” Teachers College Record 27 
(1926) : 866.
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also an opportunity for Dewey to give his blessing to what he encoun-
tered. Dewey did. He wrote in the New Republic about the rural schools:
The most interesting as well as the most important educational devel-
opment is, however, the rural schools: which means, of course, those 
for native Indians. This signifies a revolution rather than a renaissance. 
It is not only a revolution for Mexico, but in some respects one of 
the most important social experiments undertaken anywhere in the 
world. For it marks a deliberate and systematic attempt to incorporate 
in the social body the Indians who form 80% of the total population.18
Dewey supported Sáenz’ schools. The former student had the blessing 
of his esteemed instructor.
Adjusting Dewey to Mexican Circumstance
That validation was important, given that Sáenz was seriously adjust-
ing, if not out and out transforming, much of what he had learned 
from Dewey. Because of budgetary restrictions and the size of his task, 
18 William W. Brickman, ed., 121-122. It is unclear exactly where Dewey got this figure 
that eighty percent of the population was ‘Indian.’ Most contemporary statistics estimat-
ed Mexico’s indigenous population to be about one third of the national total. Manuel 
Gamio wrote at that time, that from a strict geneological standpoint, which described 
mestizo Central highlanders as Indians, perhaps two thirds of the Mexican population in 
the 1920’s could be described as Amerindian. Perhaps Dewey was using ‘Indian’ synony-
mously with peasant. In 1926 almost exactly eighty percent of Mexico’s population was 
rural and most of that population had significant Native American blood.
 For further discussion about racial designations in Mexico during Sáenz tenure, see Alan 
Knight, “Racism, Revolution, and Indigenismo: Mexico, 1910-1940,” The Idea of Race in 
Latin America, 1870-1940, ed. Richard Graham (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990) 
71-113.
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Sáenz ideal school had to seriously transform a central Deweyian ten-
et, while trying to leave its essence intact. Dewey felt education was 
most successful when the student empirically tested hypotheses un-
til he or she found an adequate solution.19 Dewey further noted that 
ideally the student would be speculating about a subject of personal 
interest.20 Classroom format was to be arranged to facilitate that kind 
of inquiry. In 1928, Sáenz’ teachers were facing on average 38.25 stu-
dents in their primary school classrooms. With at least 2340 teachers 
working in isolation, as the only instructor in a village, a number faced 
student-teacher ratios that were far higher. None of these calculations 
include the extra burden of teaching more than 50,000 adults.21 Sáenz’ 
teachers had to figure out how to promote this recommended kind of 
individual inquiry without having much time to spend with each stu-
dent. Hands on education and group activities, like tending gardens, 
were the Mexican solution.
In 1913, as part of an essay called Interest and Effort in Education, 
Dewey wrote that an educative experience should be, “a reconstruc-
tion or reorganization of experience which adds to the meaning of 
experience, and which increases ability to direct the course of subse-
quent experience.”22 He reprinted these words in his much cited 1916 
work Democracy and Education. 
Dewey endorsed the hands-on process; how else could one test 
hypotheses? As he wrote in Democracy and Education:
19 Sister Joseph Mary Raby, S.S.J. 89.
20 George E Axtelle and Joe R. Burnett. 264-265.
21 Moisés Sáenz, La Educación Rural, 14.
22 George E. Axtelle and Joe R. Burnett, 258.
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There is no such thing as genuine knowledge and fruitful understand-
ing except as the offspring of doing. The analysis and rearrangement 
of facts which is indispensable to the growth of knowledge and power 
of explanation and right classification cannot be attained purely men-
tally –just inside the head. Men have to do something when they wish 
to find out something; they have to alter conditions. This is the lesson 
of the laboratory method, and the lesson all education has to learn.23
According to Dewey, natural history was best studied by working and 
wandering in forests and school gardens, chemistry by experimenting 
with special equipment in special rooms, agriculture by toiling at the 
school farm, etc.24 
If Dewey’s vision was to make the classroom a microcosm of the 
world, Sáenz would make them a bridge between external ideas and 
community values. Mexican rural schools were to be places where the 
real world could be observed and studied as well as discussed and de-
bated. Mexican students could learn about Zapata’s call for communal 
land holdings and one could ponder how to best cultivate one’s own 
plot of land.
Connecting Schoolhouse Efforts to the National Agenda
If Sáenz’ schools were going to create a national cohesion they needed 
to be able to reproduce the different reality of the next valley and Mex-
23 John S. Brubacker. “Ten Misunderstandings of Dewey’s Educational Philosophy.” A. Staf-
ford Clayton, ed., 35.
24 See Dewey’s The School and Society (1899) for further information on these intended 
active learning environments.
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ico’s far corners. If they were going to be accepted by a village, they had 
to show the villagers that their time investment was worthwhile.
The enormity of the transformation that Sáenz and his contempo-
raries faced is difficult to conceptualize. As Sáenz himself expansively 
wrote in 1932:
Our task is to civilize–nothing short of this–to raise the level of the 
masses; to make the Indian one of us; to organize the country; to raise 
the standard of living; to improve the economic status of worker and 
peasant; to create institutions; and to convert ethnic, social, and polit-
ical elements into a nation. To civilize, we stated at the beginning, and 
we must repeat it at this point, is to lose something of what is our own 
and limit it in order to adjust it to what is universal.25
With his reiteration of Bronislaw Malinowski’s observation that ‘in ed-
ucation every gain also means loss,’ Sáenz demonstrated his clear un-
derstanding of the stakes of the movement he was leading. Sáenz was 
a nationalist; he felt a measure of national integration was worth the 
cost. But he was also an Indianist and a champion of the rights of the 
individual.
Sáenz curriculum was a hybrid of external and local, of old and 
new, of philosophical and practical. He noted when he visited Tepeix-
co (Puebla) that there was some connection between the growing of 
lettuce and chard at school (new crops), having a village wide harvest 
party (tradition), and realizing that the outside world, which promot-
ed the school, was, if formidable, also potentially compassionate.26 
25 Moisés Sáenz, “The School and Culture,” Progressive Education 9 (1932):111.
26 Moisés Sáenz, Escuelas Federales en la Sierra de Puebla, 34-37.
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The gifted teacher in Tepeixco successfully promoted individual em-
powerment, community solidarity and growing awareness of the out-
side world.
The four goals Sáenz wanted to satisfy with education (repeated 
below), did not imply a perpetuation of denying peasants the chance 
to make choices in their lives. If the old way was for the government 
to ignore the rural countryside, the new way, according to Sáenz, 
was not to have urban educators arrive in the outback and unilater-
ally reject all that they saw, while promoting some foreign model. 
Sáenz was not proposing the completion of the subjugation of in-
digenous identity (as some Mexican educators were). Instead, his 
ideal school had to answer the following: “The essential educational 
program is built around these four problems: How to preserve life; 
how to earn one’s living; how to establish a home and a family; and 
how to enjoy life.”27
Sáenz’ faith in the possibility of schooling can also be traced to 
John Dewey. The North American had written in “My Pedagogic 
Creed” (1897): 
Education is the fundamental method of social progress and reform. 
. . .All reforms which rest simply upon the enactment of law, or the 
threatening of certain penalties, or upon changes in mechanical or 
outward arrangements, are transitory and futile.28
27 Moisés Sáenz, “The School and Culture,” 108.
28 This quotation is from, “My Pedagogic Creed.” which appeared in the 54th volume of 
School Journal. Wayne A. R. Leys, “Dewey’s Social, Political, and Legal Philosophy,” ed. 
Jo Ann Boydston, 135.
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Sáenz internalized that advice, maintained a faith in the power of the 
school, then declared that schools, in isolation, were not enough. They 
were only part of a larger transformative effort.
The National Context (revisited)
Sáenz proposed innumerable means for the realization of his four 
goals. Sáenz list was so comprehensive because the task envisioned 
for Mexican schools, particularly rural schools, was so enormous. 
Sáenz saw the rural school as a critical and successful component of a 
larger campaign. Within the aegis of the SEP, Sáenz became involved 
in nearly every project the Secretariat sponsored during his tenure.29 
In Sáenz’ mind, even a host of educational programs was not enough. 
Education responded only to one range of social opportunities and 
challenges.
Nonetheless, until Lazaro Cárdenas became President in 1934, the 
Mexican government had used schools almost unilaterally as the only 
significant means to attempt the societal transformation promised in 
the Revolution and the 1917 Constitution.30 Sáenz explained on nu-
29 Francisco Larroyo, Mexico’s great educational historian, notes that in addition to the ru-
ral education program to which Sáenz had a great affinity, the Undersecretary was also 
involved in the creation and development of the following SEP programs and institu-
tions: the Cultural Missions, the Free School of Painting and Sculpture, the House of the 
Indigenous Student, Secondary Schools, Stabilization and Betterment of the Professo-
riat, the Congresses and Assemblies of Pedagogical Study, the Superior Normal School, 
Unification of the Federal System in the States, Technical Industrial and Commercial 
Teaching, Urban Normal Teaching, Libraries, etc. (capitalizations are Larroyo’s, as is the 
‘etc.’). Francisco Larroyo, 465.
30 Plutarco Elias Calles, who was the Mexican President beneath whom Sáenz assumed the 
Undersecretary position, was himself a former schoolteacher. That he gave particular 
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merous occasions that the SEP’s work needed to be complemented by 
efforts of other governmental agencies. 
The educational effort is multiple –rural school, primary, secondary, 
professional– all tend toward the same great goal of forming the pa-
tria. The efforts of other enterprises besides those of the educational 
institutions tend toward the same end. We could not accept as educa-
tors all the responsibility of integrating Mexico, nor would it be just 
to our incipient rural school to burden it with the entire task or with 
all the glory.31
On other occasions, Sáenz was more pessimistic when he insisted on 
complementary action by other government agencies.
The problem in this region is not only an educational problem; 
it is a problem of civilization. And the school’s part in civilizing 
is minimal. There are so many aspects of life to be tended to, so 
many problems that remain outside of the school’s control, that as 
much as a scholastic institution perseveres, the result will always 
be deficient. Mechanical civilization must accompany cultural 
civilization, and the stomach must be satisfied before the heart 
and mind even come into play. ...There are, in summary, a host 
of economic factors to be resolved and a veritable mountain of 
importance to the transforming power of the school then is not very surprising. In fact, 
Calles is quoted as saying, “The ideal of my government is to save the great masses of 
the population from misery and ignorance, to raise the social standard, to teach them 
to eat better, to give them schools and culture. ...I prefer to carry on the humanitarian 
task.” As previously noted, however, regardless of rhetoric, Calles budget for schooling 
was small. Kneller, 50.
31 Moisés Sáenz, “Nuestras Escuelas Rurales,” 51-52.
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material obstacles to remove before the labor of the schools will 
be efficacious.32
Feeling pressed, however, by the existing reality of hunger and poverty, 
Sáenz continued to promote his ideal school. Something was better 
than nothing.
American muckraker John Kenneth Turner’s pre-Revolution clas-
sic Barbarous Mexico33 previewed some of Sáenz’ frustration. In it one 
can see the poignancy of Turner’s call for radical change in Mexico 
and begin to appreciate the potential difficulty Sáenz would confront 
undertaking such a process. Turner wrote:
32 The translation is the authors. The original Spanish text reads: “Y es que el problema 
en esta region no es tan sólo un problema educativo; es un problema de civilización. Y 
en la obra civilizadora la parte escolar es mínima. Hay tantos aspectos de la vida a que 
atender, tantos problemas que quedan, por su naturaleza, fuera de la escuela misma, 
que por mucho que las instituciones escolares se esforzaran, el resultado tendría que 
ser siempre deficiente. La civilización mecánica tiene que acompañar a la civilación cul-
tural, y el estómago tiene que estar satisfecho antes de que el corazón y la inteligencia 
puedan entrar en juego. ...Hay en suma, un mundo de factores económicos que resolver 
y verdaderos montones de obstáculos materiales que remover antes de que la labor es-
colar pueda resultar eficaz.” Moisés Sáenz, Escuelas Federales en la Sierra de Puebla, 87-88.
33 The dictator Porfirio Diaz ruled Mexico from 1877-1911. He resigned and went into 
voluntary exile at the start of the Mexican Revolution. Though the Porfiriato was 
marked by an increase in trade and foreign investment, all gains were restricted to 
foreigners and a small elite. Despite the noble efforts of a few educational reformers, 
notably Justo Sierra, Mexico was even more hierarchical and polarized when Diaz left 
power than when he had assumed it. Barbarous Mexico was published in 1910 with the 
intention of shocking the American public, which had been led to believe that Porfirio 
Diaz was at worst a benign pragmatist rather than the facilitator of tremendous exploita-
tion of his own people. In 1913, President Madero told Turner that his book had helped 
precipitate the Mexican Revolution.
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Take a typical Mexican laborer. He cannot read or write because he 
was probably born in a country district ten miles from the nearest 
school, or if he was born in the shadow of a public school he literally 
had to scratch the earth from the time he could crawl in order to get 
something to eat. He has no education and no special training of any 
kind because he has had no opportunity to secure either.34
From an educator’s perspective, the short-term legacy of the Revolu-
tion was to leave things worse not better. In the decade of violence be-
tween 1910 and 1920, one out of every fifteen Mexicans had perished 
or left the country.35 Infrastructure had been destroyed or allowed to 
fall into disrepair. On the upside, the Revolution had fractured Mex-
ico’s ruling oligarchy, personified by Diaz, giving an opportunity for 
forward looking thinkers, educators prominent among them, to an-
swer the social mandates of the revolutionaries.
A keen observer of Mexico, John Dewey wrote after his famous 
1926 journey:
I am willing to go further and say that there is no educational move-
ment in the world which exhibits more of the spirit of intimate union 
of school activities with those of the community than is found in this 
Mexican development. I have long had a pet idea that “backward” 
34 John Kenneth Turner, Barbarous Mexico (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1969) 291.
35 The official census counted 15,160,000 Mexicans in 1910 and 14,330,000 in 1921. By 
1930, the population had grown to 16,550,000. Pablo Gonzalez Casanova, Democracy 
in Mexico, trans. Danielle Salti, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1970) 76. An in-
teresting aside, Pablo González Casanova was Sáenz’ advisor on linguistics as Sáenz pre-
pared the Carapan experiment in 1932. González Casanova did not, however, directly 
participate in that actual project.
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countries have a great chance educationally; that when they once start 
in the school-road they are less hampered by tradition and institution-
alism than are countries where schools are held by customs which 
have hardened through the years.36 
Two years later, in one of his optimistic moments, Sáenz practically cop-
ied Dewey’s praise, as he envisioned the idyllic Mexican rural school:
These rural schools are new; they have no past; they are not disturbed 
by tradition. They are the daughters of the revolution these schools; 
they have supreme contempt for educational dogma and a limitless faith 
in themselves. We had to improvise them—teachers, buildings, furni-
ture—all the material part. It is not strange, then, that we should have 
felt ourselves free to adopt any method or philosophy that suited us.37
Still, Sáenz ideal rural school had a lot to face. From a less survivalist 
perspective than Turner, Jorge Vera Esteñol, a promoter of the failed 
Rudimentary Instruction program,38 worried that Mexicans were still 
too unenlightened to support the democracy envisioned by the nation-
al leaders. For him, as with Thomas Jefferson in a different country 
more than one hundred years earlier, the challenge for education was 
to provide the necessary information and enfranchisement so that pub-
36 William W. Brickman, ed. 124.
37 Moisés Sáenz, “Nuestras Escuelas Rurales,” 51-52. Note that this quote is part of one that 
already appeared in Chapter 2.
38 The Rudimentary Education program, authored by Francisco Vázquez Gomez in 1911, 
emphasized teaching Mexico’s Indians to speak, read, and write Spanish and to do sim-
ple arithmetic. Even though it was given a big push by Jorge Vera Estañol in 1913, Sec-
retary of Public Instruction and Beautiful Arts, this initiative never had enough funding 
to demonstrate its pedagogical validity. Francisco Larroyo, 401-402.
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lic schools could support a fledgling democracy. He wrote in his 1920 
Essay on the Reconstruction of Mexico:
..the number of Mexicans who can read and write is but slightly in 
excess of 3 million, while the remaining 12 million of the population 
are sunk in illiteracy. The first group is fit to engage in democratic 
government. ...Is it reasonable to say that the second group...can 
realize what is meant by a ballot, a federation, the independence of 
the branches of government? No one can longer ignore that if these 
human groups co-exist it is because one group, by force or acquies-
cence, is subordinate to the other. Justice and liberty are only to be 
attained when the great backward group is redeemed by the small 
civilized group.39
Mexican education, as a national system had to answer to national ends.
In the 1920’s while poverty, famine, and sporadic violence contin-
ued to be problems, the most looming task for Mexico’s rebuilders 
was to prove whether Mexico was even viable as a nation. Eduardo 
Blanquel wrote that, “Five years after the start of the revolution, the 
country was shown to be a human mosaic with needs so different and at 
times so at variance that they defied any possible form of true national 
organization.”40 The Revolution had demonstrated how fractured so-
ciety was; the new generation had the tasks not only of repairing the 
damage, but also forging an inclusive identity and a sense of promise 
that had never existed before. 
39 Kneller, 45.
40 Daniel Cosío Villegas, et al. A Compact History of Mexico. trans. Marjory Mattingly Urqui-
di. (Mexico, D.F.: El Colegio de México, 1985) 151.
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More Sources of Ideas
In part because there were blocks to other kinds of reform (notably land 
redistribution), the primary vehicle for healing Mexico, or even creating 
it, was the school. Moisés Sáenz fabricated that school and promoted 
that school. To do so, he converted the ideas of his predecessors, both 
immediate and ancient, both Mexican and foreign. José Vasconcelos had 
left the SEP with several hundred new schools, a host of motivated pro-
fessionals, and the nascent Cultural Mission experiment (which required 
reformulation before it could play a significant role in rural teacher 
training and professional enhancement). Sáenz also looked back to the 
sixteenth century mendicants to find examples of educational leaders 
reaching out to the rural poor. But by 1920, more than three hundred 
years had passed since that last significant rural initiative.
In 1927, William Cameron Townsend, who was then a linguist, lit-
eracy teacher, and evangelist working in Guatemala, did a good job of 
summarizing the meagerness of Mexico’s pre-Revolutionary schooling 
as well as characterizing the new desire for change.
“A few wise men in the midst of millions of illiterates” was the fruit of 
the old school system in Mexico, but the revolution brought a radical 
change in policy and education has gone rural, has been put in the path 
of the poor. Why not? From the illiterate mass came the bulk of the 
soldiers who followed Madero, Carranza, Villa, Zapata, Obregon, and 
Calles. They won the right not only to lands and political dominance 
but also to schooling, and necessity demanded that they exercise this 
right if they were to continue in their newly acquired ascendancy.41
41 William Cameron Townsend, 848.
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Generally, given the historic paucity of Mexican popular education, 
Sáenz and his contemporaries felt compelled to look internationally 
for educational ideas. Manuel Gamio championed the emic anthropol-
ogy and scientific orientation of his German-American mentor Franz 
Boas. Vasconcelos promoted cultural replication of the European tra-
dition. Like Sáenz, Rafael Ramírez endorsed Dewey. 
In Sáenz’ time, the Jeffersonian idea persisted in Deweyian thought 
that education and an informed citizenry were the crucial ingredients 
that held together a democratic society. Two older beliefs, dating from 
the experiences of colonial Massachusetts, also fortunately lingered. 
They were that education can be a means of uniting a people, and that 
women should be included in the educational endeavor. In 1920 North 
America, this latter point was emphatically re-emphasized by the suc-
cessful women’s suffrage movement in the United States. 
Across the Rio Grande, in Mexico, Sáenz and others endorsed 
these three concepts. Sáenz also accepted John Pierce’s insistence that 
education was the right of everyone everywhere, regardless of how 
impoverished their circumstances or how isolated their location.42
Borrowed ideas and domestic ones, converted philosophies and 
invented ones, little funding and a political window, these factors all 
converged as Sáenz tried to promote his rural school. Sáenz created 
his rural school to challenge Mexico’s poor educational history and to 
promote a more optimistic future.
42 Clyde R. Ford and Charles O. Hoyt, John D. Pierce: A Study of Education in the Northwest, 
Ypsilanti, MI: Scharf Tag, Label, and Box Co., 1905).
the ideal school in practice
Sáenz’ proposals would have fared little better than the extin-
guished ideas of his predecessors if he had not labored valiantly to bring 
them into being. However, Sáenz did struggle to realize his agenda. His 
energy and commitment combined with his responsive, reflective na-
ture to make it so.
What follows is testimony to his real success. In a brief article in 
the Elementary School Journal, much of which is repeated here, Sáenz 
used hard statistics to define his range for ideal rural schools:
What a Mexican rural school really is, the part it plays in the com-
munity, is perhaps best told by a mere listing of the attributes by 
which each separate little school is judged. The Federal Depart-
ment of Education requires and encourages the rural schools in the 
following activities, and with the following results in the past year 
[1930]: Of 4,032 rural and primary schools (data for the 2,488 cir-
cuit rural schools are not included here),1 3890 hold regularly so-
cial reunions for the entire community; 3,890 hold Sunday morning 
programs; 3,895 have conducted health and hygiene campaigns; the 
1 Not all rural and primary schools were under federal control until the Cárdenas ad-
ministration. The circuit schools were relics of state and local educational initiatives a 
number of which had been encouraged by the Federal government.
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teachers of 3,425 schools have vaccinated their entire communities; 
3,172 schools have held local fairs or expositions; 487 communities 
have constructed stretches of highway on the initiative of the rural 
school, a network of 1,701 kilometers of road being thus laid; 327 
tiny schools have introduced good drinking water into their com-
munities; 354 have established post-offices; 141 have installed tele-
phone or telegraph connections, 80 have installed radios; 1,526 have 
founded school and community libraries; 854 have installed shower 
baths; 3,943 have organized committees on education; 1,853 have 
formed child-welfare committees; 1,262 have cultural societies for 
adults; 2,641 have founded classes in small industries; 1,589 have 
shops for the minor trades; 2,977 have co-operatives for the pu-
pils; 1,629 schools have co-operative societies for adults; 823 have 
inter-neighborhood co-operatives; 3,321 have cultivation fields for 
the major crops; 2,874 have vegetable gardens; 2,459 keep chickens; 
1,551 have pigeons; 1,006 keep rabbits; 786 have bees; 589 have pigs; 
522 have other farm animals in addition; 379 have constructed chil-
dren’s playgrounds; 3,192 have leveled off athletic fields; 750 have 
boy-scout clubs; 3,735 have a national flag; 1,847 have constructed 
open-air theaters; 837 have regional museums; 3,042 communities 
own their own school building; 943 have built houses specially for 
the teacher; and 101 communities have built special community 
houses in addition to the school.2
Left out of these statistics was that millions of people had been touched 
and changed by Sáenz’ rural school, though several million more were 
still out of reach.
2 Moisés Sáenz, “Rural Education in Mexico,” Elementary School Journal 31 (1931) : 408.
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By 1930, the percentage of the population over age six that was liter-
ate in Mexico had grown to 33.3%.3 In ten years it had doubled. If one 
remembers Dewey’s 1926 observation that, “Nothing in Mexico can be 
understood without bearing in mind that until a few years ago the Indi-
ans were economically enslaved, intellectually disinherited and political-
ly eliminated,”4 then this accomplishment is particularly extraordinary. 
A commonly cited omission in Dewey’s methodology is his patent 
disregard for emotion and opinion. Sáenz model can be criticized for 
the same oversight. Except for his allowance that student interest was 
a crucial component of the educational process, Dewey completely 
relies on scientific inquiry and the use of logic to explain adequately 
all areas of study. In fact, one reviewer, Harold Rugg,5 complained that 
because Dewey ignored the affect-emotion-cognition interface he had, 
“missed the very foundations of personality and the creative imagina-
tion, the drives, the fears, and frustrations that motivate and censor 
our behavior.”6 
The classroom ratios Sáenz permitted did not facilitate easy aware-
ness by the instructor of a student’s emotional wants and needs. Nor 
does Sáenz make much reference to emotion in any of his school visita-
tion reports or other writings. Sáenz did write in 1929, “We have gone 
3 Pablo González Casanova, 74.
4 William W. Brickman, ed., 121.
5 From 1915 to 1920 Harold Rugg worked at the University of Chicago in Dewey’s former 
School of Education, where he was exposed to many of Dewey’s ideas in depth. In 1934 
Rugg went to South Africa with Dewey on the New Education Fellowship. In the 1930’s 
Rugg was also a fellow editor of the monthly Social Frontier to which Dewey contributed 
a monthly column.
6 Harold Rugg. p. 10.
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beyond pedagogics into the realm of mere common sense. Psychology 
has given way to sociology.”7 This was one of his few references to a 
potential relation between the school environment and the individual’s 
psyche (and it was an obscure one). 
This omission by Sáenz and Dewey is not surprising given their time 
period. The prevailing attitude at that time was that emotions were un-
fortunate leftovers from a primitive past, inappropriate relics with no 
purpose in a science and logic based society. Nor is this omission as 
serious as it first sounds, when one recognizes that the independence 
Sáenz intended for each student allowed plenty of opportunity for cre-
ativity and imagination. The Mexican school’s emphasis on unrestricted 
drawing and other creative arts,8 was, perhaps, an outlet for emotion 
and self-expression, even though it was not articulated as such.
While Sáenz was sometimes frustrated by the slow progress in 
teaching Spanish literacy and basic Mexican history. His impatience 
was not harmful, but it bothered him more than it needed to. He had 
pulled off the larger miracle of introducing the reality of the school 
to communities that had never heard of such a concept. No school. 
School. Against long odds, Sáenz had created the crucial physical in-
frastructure and maintained the initiative’s momentum. Gerald Grant 
has claimed that at their best schools are the ‘locus of the slow revolu-
tion.’9 Mexico at last was poised for such change.
7 Moisés Sáenz, “Newer Aspects of Education in Mexico,” 864.
8 Julio Castellanos, “La Enseñanza del Dibujo en las Escuelas Primarias desde 1920,” Mex-
ican Folkways, special no. 5-29, Nov. 1934.
9 Gerald Grant, The World We Created at Hamilton High, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1988) 127.
the carapan experiment
In a 1932 experiment, Sáenz tried to answer to all the frustrations 
that he had bottled up while maintaining his diplomatic, pragmatic 
composure as an educational administrator. He wanted to know not 
only why current teaching models were falling short of expectations, 
but also what practices would be effective. True to his instinct, (If he 
did not try to find a solution who would?) he successfully petitioned 
Secretary Bassols to let him lead an experimental project in the Tar-
ascan village of Carapan, Michoacán, two hours southeast of the city 
Zamora. 
Sáenz wanted to use Carapan both as a laboratory and a successful 
example. In Sáenz words:
The aim would be, in effect, to create an institute of ethnological and, 
more broadly, sociological investigations, and at the same time put in 
play a program aimed at bringing culture to the Indian and bettering 
his living conditions and to succeed at integrating [Carapan and ten 
other nearby] communities to the Mexican social conglomeration.1
1 The original text reads: “Se pretendía, en efecto, crear un instituto de estudio y de in-
vestigaciones de orden etnológico, y más ampliamente, sociológico, y a la vez poner en 
juego un programa de acción tendiente a culturizar al indio y a mejorar sus condiciones 
de vida y a lograr la integración de las comunidades al conglomerado social mexicano.” 
Moisés Sáenz, Carapan, 15.
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Though much smaller in scale and expectation, in many ways the Cara-
pan project echoed Manuel Gamio’s applied ethnography efforts in the 
Valley of Teotihuacan a decade earlier. 
To the Carapan project, Sáenz brought an ethnologist, Carlos Ba-
sauri, a doctor, Felipe Malo Juvera, and an economist, Miguel O. de 
Mendizábal. This third man was charged with conducting an analysis of 
local agriculture, property rules, commerce, and industry. Nine other 
professionals, including two agronomists, a social worker, and a music 
teacher, were also included in the brigade.2 Solving a long-standing 
Sáenz complaint, the Secretary of Agriculture, the Cultural Mission 
Program, and the Secretary of Health, were all represented, though 
the SEP ran the project.3 Each of the project members were to report 
to Sáenz. Also there were regularly scheduled meetings to ensure that 
they communicated with each other.
The project’s first priorities, after its July launching, reflect-
ed its dual nature. Intensive surveys of the people, the land, and 
particularly the school were conducted simultaneous to the con-
version of an old chapel built by Don Vasco de Quiroga, a famous 
sixteenth century Franciscan, into a Centro Social de la Comunidad 
(Community Center). Not surprisingly, the schools were found to 
be deficient, the number of good Spanish speakers few, and those 
who were literate, fewer still. The communities were suspicious of 
2 Moisés Saenz, Carapan, 29-34.
3 In retrospect, however, Sáenz still described the project as having too many educators 
and too few resources. While the other ministries were willing to offer personnel, they 
were stingier with necessary support services. For instance, failure to extend a line of 
credit to farmers prohibited the implementation of most of the agronomists’ recom-
mendations.
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the outsiders. Sáenz lamented in a diary entry, when the project 
was one week old:
The Indians are so accustomed to being controlled through the use of 
violence and abuse that when one tries to be decent to them, with per-
suasion, they believe it is weak or without authority. The Indian obeys, 
but does not collaborate. This problem pricks at me like a thorn.4
Lack of trust seemed to be a central stumbling block. Somehow that 
barrier needed to be overcome.
 The construction of the social center met with more immediate 
success. Conversion of the old structure had been a community activi-
ty, project members and locals working side by side. To inaugurate the 
new facility a huge party was organized with band, bells, and flowers. 
The festivities were highlighted by a huge parade that wound through 
the community before ending at the new facility. On the walls of the 
old chapel, beside the decorations, were displays on personal health 
and agriculture. Sáenz was realizing in practice the bonding between 
educators and community that he had long been advocating. In his dia-
ry he wrote simply, “It is impossible to photograph the joy.”5
One good party did not a project make, however. Two more import-
ant events, visits by Bassols and Cárdenas, would determine the fate of 
the Carapan project and Sáenz’ further contribution to Mexican educa-
4 This is the author’s translation. The original text reads: “Los indios están tan acustomb-
rados a que se les maneje a culatazos que cuando se les trata por la buena, con persua-
sión, creen que es débil o se está desautorizado. El indio obedece, pero no colabora. Esta 
idea me punzaba como espina.” Moisés Sáenz, Carapan, 50.
5 Moisés Sáenz, Carapan, 105-111.
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tion. Cardenás, who was then governor of Michoacán, visited the proj-
ect twice, the first time only three weeks into the project. He listened 
to Sáenz’ dramatic explanation of his hopes for the social center, and 
he heard Sáenz’ general presentation about the plight of the Indian, the 
hopes of the project, and the barriers he expected to confront. Taken by 
the spirit of the experiment, unsolicited Cárdenas pledged $500 (Mex.) 
to further the various projects and he promised to send engineers to 
help redefine and demarcate property lines as the first step of an agrarian 
reform.6 Clearly, Cárdenas was excited by Sáenz passion and his vision.
If Cárdenas visits went spectacularly, Bassols’ visit was a disaster. 
Things went wrong from the start. Bassols changed his intended ar-
rival date from October 4 to October 6 at the last minute. Word of 
the change did not reach Sáenz until he greeted the October 4 train 
in Zamora. He had to return to Carapan, where an arranged greeting 
crowd of six-hundred was waiting, without the Secretary. The crowd 
was disappointed and immediately there was grumbling that the Secre-
tary did not feel that they were important enough. The project leaders 
were disillusioned as well.
When Bassols did arrive on October 6, he was greeted by torren-
tial seasonal rains and a soaked ceremonial band. Sáenz ignored custom 
by not offering Bassols’ his horse for the two-hour ride to Carapan. 
(Bassols was offered a different horse.) Three days of official tours and 
dinners followed, an impressive mobilization for such small commu-
nities. At the end Bassols pledged $1000 pesos and said with little en-
thusiasm that he was impressed by the efforts to date. Sáenz, citing an 
6 Moisés Sáenz, Carapan, 114.
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infection in his foot, declined an invitation to accompany Bassols to his 
next stop in Erongaricuaro (another village in Michoacán). The visit 
ended. Sáenz noted that Bassols never thanked any of the community 
members or project directors for their hospitality or special efforts.7 
The tension between Sáenz and Bassols was obvious. A dispute 
followed in which Sáenz questioned whether Bassols respected rank 
and file teachers enough. Subsequently, Sáenz resigned. The nascent 
project lost its impassioned leader. There was no question that Bassols 
would cut funding for the project within a year.
The project formally died eighteen months after it started. By 
Sáenz own admittance it did not run long enough to have much of 
a consequence on the Carapan area, except perhaps to further disil-
lusion the local residents about what the rest of Mexico was willing 
and not willing to offer. The project did, however, start a friendship 
between Sáenz and Cárdenas that would bear important fruit, when 
Cárdenas became president of Mexico in 1934. 
The project also made Sáenz realize that any special program to 
help Mexican Indians was always vulnerable to inter- and intra-depart-
mental politics. The debate between Indianists and other factions meant 
that Mexican Indians had no consistent representation. In his memoir 
of the Carapan experiment Sáenz recommended the creation of an au-
tonomous government agency to advocate for the rights of the Indians. 
Cárdenas responded almost immediately by creating the Departamento 
de Asuntos Indígenas (Department of Indigenous Affairs).8
7 Moisés Sáenz, Carapan, 116-138.
8 John A. Britton, 91.
sáenz and townsend: the bilingual
education example
Mexico was among the first modern nations in the world to ac-
cept that promoting literacy in a first tongue might be a valuable means 
of ultimately teaching literacy in a second, an experiment that Sáenz 
precipitated by investigating the missionary work of William Cameron 
Townsend in Guatemala. Four centuries earlier Mexico had been host 
to the same experiment, when friars had learned the native languages 
of their students to teach them Spanish and Christian doctrine –which 
was, considering the time and circumstance, extraordinarily progres-
sive,1 but that effort that had been dormant for 300 years.2
In 1931, on a trip to Panajachal, Guatemala, Sáenz met a Protestant 
missionary named William Cameron Townsend, a man who since 1917 
1 There are several historians who would disagree with this assertion of ‘progressiveness.’ 
They claim that the exclusion of Indians from Spanish instruction reflected a racist re-
fusal to keep the Indians from participating equally in colonial society.
2 One easy to read source that discusses early Christian activity in Mexico, including edu-
cation, is Tzvetan Todorov’s classic The Conquest of America. Another more thorough, but 
less intriguing source is Irma Wilson’s Mexico: A Century of Educational Thought. Her focal 
point is the last hundred years of Spanish colonization. Tzvetan Todorov, The Conquest of 
America: The Question of the Other, trans. Richard Howard (New York Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, 1984). Irma Wilson, Mexico: A Century of Educational Thought, (New York: Hispanic 
Institute in the United States, 1941).
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had found great success in teaching literacy to local Kiche Mayan indi-
genes by first teaching them to read and write in their own language. 
Townsend believed that the ‘Good News’ of the Bible had been intended 
for every human. So it needed to be available in every human language. 
In the case of languages that had never been written down, Townsend 
felt that it was his responsibility to codify the language, print the Bible 
in it, and then promote literacy in that tongue amongst native speakers.
Sáenz, who was a fellow Protestant, became a convert to this new 
methodology; he invited Townsend to come to Mexico, though, given 
the religious tensions of the times (the Cristero rebellions), he ex-
plained that the work Townsend could carry out there would have to 
be more secular. Townsend agreed.
It is easy to see why Townsend’s program might have interest-
ed Sáenz so much. In 1932, between Sáenz visit to Panajachal and 
Townsend’s coming to Mexico, Sáenz had observed:
The teaching of Spanish to a given community must mean new ac-
tivities that will create new ideas, new ways of life, new concepts—
Spanish concepts—which in this case mean Mexican concepts. It must 
mean the inclusion of life in order that the new symbols may have 
meaning. It is an unfruitful task to pretend to teach Spanish as a lin-
guistic and verbal exercise. Even if such methods succeed temporarily 
in the case of children, the language is forgotten when, upon leaving 
school, they return to a community where it is not spoken.3
Moisés Sáenz reported in 1928 that 42% of the thousands of rural 
3 Moisés Sáenz, “The School and Culture,” 109.
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schools that were constructed between 1924 and 1928 were in com-
pletely indigenous areas, which were typically quite remote.4
According to the 1930 census, which Gamio and others had criti-
cized for being under-representative of the actual Indian population, 
Mexico was officially home to 1.19 million non-Spanish speaking In-
dians, which represented 8.4% of the national population.5 Millions 
more who had variable Spanish proficiency spoke indigenous languag-
es as their first tongues.
In 1933, when Townsend arrived, Sáenz had already left the SEP 
and he was out of the country. Despite a lukewarm initial reception, 
Townsend was able to use a contact with Sáenz’ friend Frank Tannen-
baum, a noted anthropologist, to win the friendship of Rafael Ramírez, 
Sáenz’ collaborator on the Casa del Estudiante Indígena (House of the In-
digenous Student) project, the head of the Cultural Mission Program and 
an outspoken critic of the Mexican Catholic Church. After the 1934 elec-
tion, Townsend formed a friendship with President Cardenas as well.6 
The dynamic combination of an exciting innovator, Townsend, with 
powerful, progressively minded friends meant that the pace of educa-
tional experimentation quickened under Cardenas. Mexico remained 
committed to the idea of universal formal schooling and Mexicans were 
still committed to the idea of challenging the backwardness of their 
most peripheral social sectors through education. Now they had a new 
ticket to access and transform a significant segment of their society.
4 Moisés Sáenz, La Educación Rural en México, 15.
5 Pablo González Casanova, 79-80.
6 Townsend’s friendship with Cárdenas was deep enough that the ex-president served as 
best man in Townsend’s 1946 wedding. Mrs. Cardenas was the maid of honor.
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Excepting Sáenz’ crucial role as initiator of this whole process, 
his direct role in Townsend’s work was limited. But looming behind 
Townsend and Cárdenas’ collaboration was the spirit of their mutual 
contact Moisés Sáenz. Similarly, the energy Sáenz had expended to cre-
ate and institutionalize a rural school network during the 1920s meant 
that Cardenas and Townsend could further experiment and promote 
schooling in a social climate that was more familiar with the idea of 
formal learning. Sáenz’ trip to Guatemala and subsequent invitation to 
Townsend highlighted Sáenz’ continued willingness to seek new peda-
gogical initiatives to further assist the development of his beloved Mexi-
co. It was also indicative of Sáenz’ growing awareness of the flaws of the 
incorporation model. Who the Indians already were had to be factored 
into any planning regarding what it was hoped they would become.
The written record of Sáenz and Townsend’s communication 
through the 30’s is small. Indicative, however, of the continued respect 
Sáenz held for Townsend, was Townsend’s hearty welcoming by Peru-
vian educators in 1945. They still remembered and valued Sáenz’ rec-
ommendation of Townsend four years after Sáenz had died.7 
Sáenz’ had continued to have his viewpoint directly represented 
in Mexico throughout the 1930’s through the labors of Townsend and 
Cardenas. In 1945, when he left Mexico for South America, Townsend 
brought with him Sáenz’ insistence on treating Indians respectfully and 
with dignity.
7 James Hefley and Marti Hefley, Uncle Cam: The Story of William Cameron Townsend,” (Hun-
tington Beach, CA: Wycliffe Bible Translators, 1984) 132.
indian education: sáenz hidden legacy
Though Sáenz left a public record of specific promotion of edu-
cation of Mexico’s Indians—for example the Casa del Estudiante Indíge-
na, the trip to Nahuatl-speaking Puebla, and the Carapan project—his 
long-term legacy in this field is larger than these accomplishments. 
Sáenz was an unidentified player behind the various efforts of Cárde-
nas and Townsend on behalf of Mexico’s Indians. Sáenz was the less-
er-known part of an important triangle. Through the other two, Sáenz 
passed on the lessons he had learned after long meditation from his 
experiences.
Though the Revolution had been fought, in part, by and for the 
Indians, the social reorganization it spawned primarily benefited the 
old oligarchy and the mestizos. After considering this for some time, 
Sáenz advanced a series of recommendations that at last led to the 
creation of a separate government office specifically devoted to indi-
genes, which would guarantee that governmental action responded 
to the needs of Indians.1 
Cárdenas created the Departamento de Asuntos Indígenas to supersede 
the less successful purely educational efforts of the Centros de Educación 
Indígena (Centers of Indigenous Education) which had existed since 
1 Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, 148-150. 
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1927 and been started with Sáenz’ support. Through the 30’s Bassols 
and Ramírez had remained big proponents of the Centros, but Cárdenas 
elected to heed the more trusted advice of Sáenz.
Backtracking for a moment, one crucial experiment led by Sáenz 
and Rafael Ramírez was the Casa del Estudiante Indigena. Between 1926 
and 1932, this school demonstrated that Indians were as capable stu-
dents as any other members of the Mexican population, which refuted 
a popular racist belief that Indians were genetically of inferior stock. 
(Prior to the horrors of Hitler’s Third Reich, eugenics was a popular 
belief of the elite in many places, including Mexico.)2 The Casa further 
showed that indigenous languages could be used as a tool for teaching 
Spanish to non-Spanish speakers. The experimental school, however, 
was closed in 1932 by Narciso Bassols because of its high per capita cost 
and inability to motivate graduates to return to the restricted opportu-
nities of their rural homes.3
Though it served Sáenz’ ends to have an ongoing demonstration of 
Indian talents right in Mexico City, he had to devise practical ways to 
educate the mass of Mexico’s rural indigenous inhabitants. The Cara-
pan project and the solicitation of Townsend were directed to that end.
2 Beatriz Urias Horcasitas, Historias Secretas del Racismo en México (1920-1950), México, 
D.F.: Tusquets Editores, 2007.
3 Though the issue is not considered in this paper (except here), the experience of the 
Casa graduates in their refusal to return to the countryside highlights a particular social 
problem, which can be cast as schools ‘over-preparing’ their students or rural areas fail-
ing to provide opportunities to their most qualified young adults. Mexico’s demograph-
ic change during the century since the Revolution has been profound; a huge influx of 
former rural residents have settled permanently in cities where they hope to find better 
economic opportunities. The mix of the success of Sáenz’ schools with the lack of rural 
opportunities is probably a significant factor in this transition.
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One reflection of Sáenz’ efforts was the Departamento de Asun-
tos Indígenas, which sponsored eight congresses between its 1936 
founding and 1940. Cárdenas did not miss a single one.4 In 1940, the 
Department sponsored the first Inter-American Indianist Congress, 
which was held in Patzcuaro, Michoacán. Sáenz returned from Peru 
to attend. 
Unfortunately, since that high point, the Departamento de Asun-
tos Indígenas has been a political football, growing, shrinking, being 
closed down, and reincarnated a number of times. The idea has per-
sisted, however. In 2003, the Instituto Nacional Indigenista (INI) was 
replaced by the Comisión Nacional Para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos 
Indígenas (CDI).
Bilingual education also subject to political squabbles still exists 
in part because of Sáenz’ vision and in a larger part because of the 
perseverance of Townsend, who seized on Cárdenas support to start 
ten different programs by 1937.5 By the time Townsend left Mexico 
his program had a life of its own. As Sáenz’ experience with the whole 
rural school program suggests, its hard to stop a program that is big 
and has a lot of momentum.
While the current success (i.e. continued existence) of CDI and 
bilingual education are important testimony to Sáenz’ vision. As far 
back as 1932 a North American, John Collier, celebrated the accom-
plishments of Indian education in Mexico. 
4 Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, 145.
5 Shirley Brice Heath, Telling Tongues: Language Policy in Mexico, Colony to Nation, (New York: 
Teachers College Press, 1972) 112.
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Poverty forced Mexico, in developing a new educational system for 
the Indians, to use attraction in place of compulsion, to cast upon 
local groups the main burden of work, and to renounce the fetishes 
of so-called head training, academic neatness and teachers’ college 
standardization, as known in the United States. Poverty became it-
self creative, through the use which revolutionary genius of Mexico 
made of it.6
Collier saw a model he wanted to see repeated in the United States. 
His advice is still pertinent, politically-defined entity, it now can be a 
tool to confront social stratification and persisting bias. Moisés Sáenz 
has been dead for seventy years. He did much, but his work is not done.
6 John Collier, “Mexico: A Challenge,” Progressive Education 9 (1932) : 95.
conclusion
Given that Mexico had stumbled along for four-hundred years 
since the Conquest without ever successfully launching any popular na-
tionwide educational initiatives, the 1920’s and 30’s stand out as times 
of phenomenal change. In twenty years Mexican’s leading pedagogues 
went from embracing the intriguing, often racist, faulty ideas of a dat-
ed intellectual elite to scrutinizing the advice of anthropologists and 
sociologists on the cutting edge of social science. Mexico’s post-Rev-
olutionary governors allowed that formal schooling was the right of 
each citizen, providing a window of opportunity that Sáenz jumped 
at. Tired and desperate after the Revolution, Mexicans were willing to 
view the federal government as an appropriate agent for change.
Yet Moisés Sáenz, a prominent architect of this whole system, stands 
out as one of the first administrators to criticize the Mexican educa-
tional experiment, not because he felt its basic tenets were wrong, but 
because in practice it was falling short of its articulated ideal. Sáenz’s 
criticism was concise enough to be useful, valid enough to be heeded, 
and diplomatic enough to preserve his job (at least for a while). Rather 
than confining himself to critiquing the various efforts, he played a cen-
tral role in modifying and extending them.
If one evaluates his efforts within the context that he functioned, 
one can only applaud the educational achievements. Sáenz saved and 
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expanded a school initiative in the face of dramatic cutbacks. He insist-
ed that Mexico sensitively assist its indigenous populations rather than 
permit their further marginalization.
In 1926 Dewey stifled most American criticism of the Mexican 
program by pointing out:
The fact of the case is that the revolution in Mexico is not completed. 
There is not a single manifesto which does not refer to the Principle 
of the Revolution; it is from the standpoint of completing the revolu-
tion that events in Mexico must be judged, not from that of legalities 
and methods of countries where political and social institutions are 
stabilized.1 
That reminder is important. Ninety years later, with the Revolution 
complete, or stalled, and a stable, if perhaps insufficient, social order 
in place, the temptation to criticize still comes easily. That inclination 
must be tempered, but not denied.
A modern perspective, which allows hindsight, reveals some weak-
nesses in the nascent program. Some of them indicate faults in parts of 
Sáenz’ program, while others indicate Mexico’s failure to remain true 
to his methodology.
The generation that built the rural schools has passed on. The build-
er’s sense of responsibility for their product, in this case the school, has 
thus dissipated. Because the population is more literate now, the call 
for evening classes for adults has diminished. The crucial links between 
community and school are breaking down. Sáenz had it right when he 
1 William W. Brickman, ed. 18-19.
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insisted on linking community and school, but he did not leave a con-
tingency mechanism to maintain that link with the post-school con-
struction, literate generations.
 The teaching quality in primary schools in Mexico has also suffered 
since its original establishment in the 1920’s even as technical compe-
tence, professionalization, and available resources have increased. The 
failure to safeguard the independence and freedom of teachers, which 
Sáenz had insisted on, has meant the gradual increase of bureaucratiza-
tion into the educational process. Now teaching hours are determined 
by a distant union and federal educational ministry, teachers are from 
a distant region, and the curriculum is created by a centralized board, 
which can still not respond adequately to the continuing heterogeneity 
of Mexico.2 The essential bond between the teacher and the student, 
the master and the apprentice, has been formalized and weakened.
Sáenz envisioned schools having independent methodologies and 
identities. He claimed that his model school was necessarily abstract, 
because the specific ‘best way’ for each school varied according to their 
circumstances. Some schools had gardens, some had beehives, and 
some had both. The best education in a given situation depended on 
the intertwining of the skills of the teacher, the resource base available 
to teacher and student, and the needs of the community.
Instead, now one primary school in Mexico is supposed to be 
very much like the next,3 and the resource base for all of them is be-
2  This argument ignores the possible contributions of the 1999 education reform law, 
which formally embraced constructivism. It is better the charge of contemporary schol-
ars of Mexican education to debate the merits of this claim than in this biography. 
3 An important exception to this is the bilingual primary education still sponsored by CDI 
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ing stripped,4 as the money currently invested is being reallocated in 
a desperate attempt to spare Mexico from its recent socioeconomic 
challenges, risking the future to preserve temporarily the overex-
tended present. The rural primary school is no longer Mexico’s pri-
mary educational concern. Indeed, it is probably near the bottom of 
the list.
Bureaucratization has meant homogenization of method. All 
low-income, rural students receive similar treatment. They are subject 
to the same lessons at the same time. They are expected to grow in 
the same way and expected to have reached the same threshold when 
they are done. The individual can hardly be the unit of focus. Instead, 
exterior labels, like grade and age are.
John Dewey had written for the New Republic in 1922 that schools 
served as centers of empowerment and intellectual ferment. Dewey 
had written:
Clearly [the teachers] will have to cultivate the habit of suspended 
judgment, of skepticism, a desire for evidence, of appeal to observa-
tion rather than sentiment, discussion rather than bias, inquiry rather 
than conventional idealizations. When this happens schools will be the 
dangerous outposts of humane civilization. But they will also be ex-
tremely interesting places.5
and the SEP in a number of indigenous areas.
4 Of course, it is possible that desperate times will force local innovation and greater 
schol and community collaboration. For that to happen, however, layers of slow-moving 
bureaucracy will have to be reduced or bypassed.
5 A. Stafford Clayton, ed., 41.
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Sáenz ultimate goal, if never fully realized, had been to plant those 
‘dangerous outposts’ on Mexican soil.
In 1938, Cárdenas’ bold nationalization of Mexico’s oil industry 
produced enough domestic chaos, that Cardenas felt he had to re-
spond to wealthy national and international interests to pacify them. 
He chose to end the Cultural Mission program6 and de-emphasize the 
promotion of peasant rights that had marked the educational attitude 
of his administration.7 Because Cardenas had already made into a re-
ality much of Sáenz had sought, but been hindered from delivering, 
it would be unfair to label him as unsympathetic to Sáenz’ crusade. 
Nonetheless after eighteen years of focusing on rural transformation 
through schooling, much of which had been stoked by Sáenz passionate 
vision, Mexico moved on to other things. 
The rural education system was not abandoned but its lofty goals 
were frozen. After 1938 if tiny villages like Yetla, Puebla had not yet 
been reached by a rural school, the likelihood that they would grew 
smaller. The chance that if a new school arrived it would change the 
opportunities of villagers was even less.
Yet even if one were so bold to say that the most progressive vi-
sions of Sáenz, have never quite been realized–one must still note 
the fantastic accomplishments achieved through public education in 
Mexico. There now prevails in Mexico a tangible, mostly positive sense 
6 The Cultural Mission was later reborn, albeit with a tiny budget. The reach and sig-
nificance of newer versions were minimal, however, when compared to its 1920s and 
30s predecessor. In the early ‘90s, President Salinas de Gortari’s Solidaridad program 
included some ideas from the Cultural Mission program.
7 Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, 101.
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of ‘Mexican-ness’. From the disparate fragments at the end of the Rev-
olution, an identity has been forged.
Education helped fuel the staggering economic growth of Mexico 
between the 1920’s and the 1960’s, growth which put Mexico’s econ-
omy amongst the fifteen largest in the world. As an image for Latin 
America, Mexico gained fame for being an intellectual leader of the 
region, a title, which it earned and has been true to.
Interestingly, the aging and passing of the generation that attended 
Sáenz’ schools corresponded with the slow down of Mexico’s econ-
omy. No longer are the students of the 1920’s and 1930’s leading the 
work force. Recent history in Mexico suggests that country may be 
about to experience another series of social upheavals. If such is the 
case, one can only hope that in the chaotic aftermath, as the dust settles 
and the smoke clears, that Sáenz fervor is reincarnated, that another 
mass mobilization occurs, and that another period of progress begins.
The infrastructure, the tiny rural school, still exists in Mexico’s 
smallest towns and most remote villages. What Sáenz created, what 
Sáenz promoted, what Sáenz endorsed, can still be appropriately ap-
plied throughout Mexico. If the rural school convinced Mexicans that 
they were part of a nation, shareholders in a large, common, political-
ly-defined entity, it now can be a tool to confront social stratification 
and persisting bias. Moisés Sáenz has been dead for seventy years. He 
did much, but his work is not done.
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